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Abstract� We join Hurwitz space constructions and the universal Frattini
cover of a �nite group� The goal is to form and apply generalizations of
the towers X��p� � X��p�� � � � � X��pn� � � � � of modular curves� This
generalization relies on the appearance of the dihedral group Dp and its
companion group Zp�sf��g in the theory of modular curves� We replace
Dp by any �nite group G� and p by any prime dividing the order of G� The
replacement for Zp�sf��g is the Universal pFrattini Cover of G�

Diophantine motiviations include an outline for using the IharaDrinfeld
relations for the Grothendieck�Teichm�uller group� Conjecturally this is the
absolute Galois group of Q� We consider how �nding �elds of de�nition of
absolutely irreducible components of Hurwitz spaces can test this� There
are many applications to �nite �elds� The simplest bounds the exceptional
primes to realizing any �nite group G as the Galois group of a regular
extension of Fp�x�� The structure of Modular Towers connects this problem
to other diophantine problems�

Alternating groups test the modular representation theory that appears
in Part II of the paper� These give a modular tower di�erent from modular
curves� The classical link here is to theta functions with characteristic�

Summary� To each �nite groupG we can attach a projective pro�nite group�
�G� the universal Frattini cover of G �FrJ� x�	�
� �xII�AB�� Further� for any col
lection of r conjugacy classes C of G� there is a natural moduli space� Its points

are equivalence classes of covers of the Riemann sphere P� rami�ed over r points�

The particular covers have geometric monodromy group G� C is the set of con

jugacy classes of branch cycles of the cover� We conjoin these two constructions�

The moduli space construction applies to a natural co�nal collection of �nite

quotients of �G� This produces arithmetic invariants for the theory of curve cov

ers� A special case uses a prime p dividing jGj and conjugacy classes C of orders

relatively prime to p� This p�unrami�ed lifting invariant� ��G� p�C�� is com

patible with terminology of �Se��� It also produces a tower of moduli spaces�

We denote them formally as �G� p�C�moduli spaces� Informally� these are a

modular tower� This moduli space material is in Part III�

Arithmetic geometers know a special case� the tower of covers X��p� �
X��p

��� X��p
�� � � � of modular curves� Points on X��p

n� correspond to pairs of

elliptic curves with a cyclic pnpower isogeny� Here G is the dihedral group Dp of

order �p� Also� r � � and C is four repetitions of the involution conjugacy class

in Dp �DFr� x��������� Part I �especially� xI�D� discusses example problems with
ready applications for modular towers� These include highly structured versions

of the inverse Galois problem and construction of general exceptional covers�

Part II discusses universal Frattini covers of a �nite group� Each level of a

modular tower comes from a quotient of a universal pFrattini cover� Moduli

space di�culties at a particular level will have a modular representation inter

pretation� For example� this holds for the appearance of a center in the quotient

group for a particular level �see The Center Hypothesis of xIII�B�� We illustrate

these matters with an application to An and �cycles� This is another classical
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connection� to theta functions with characteristics� Much we know of any mod

ular tower comes from the lifting invariant� This lives in the ppart of the kernel
�G � G� Part II shows it is possible to compute this invariant� The An exam

ples �xIII�C� show the lifting invariant detecting obstructed towers� Sometimes a

component of a modular tower attached to �G� p�C� has �nite length� Modular

curve towers have only one component and that has no obstruction�

Applications of ��G� p�C� point to a test for the Drinfeld�Grothendieck�Ihara

relations on GQ �I�� Conjectures on the Grothendieck Teichm�uller group imply

it should detect �elds of de�nition of components of these moduli spaces �when

r � ��� Modular towers have suitable pro�nite aspects to make this test explicit�

Ihara and Matsumoto �IM� have reproduced the appearance of cGT making it

applicable to Hurwitz spaces� Their construction produces a natural section to

the map from the arithmetic fundamental group of projective rspace minus the

discriminant locus� xApp�C suggests a use for �IM� by modeling how to precisely

�nd the �eld of de�nition of Hurwitz space components� It bases the model on

a special case� How to decide if a component has �eld of de�nition R� xApp�D
considers the compatible problem of �nding real points on modular towers� xI�B
summarizes Parts IV and V� to appear in the continuation paper� This includes

a discussion of the cGT action on modular towers�

Points over �nite �elds are a persistent diophantine subtopic� In particular�

consider realizing a given group G as a regular extension of Fp �x�� �FrV� notes

there are only �nitely many p exceptional for G� It� however� gives no bound

on these� A more re�ned form� for realizations with branch cycles in a given

Nielsen class� has many applications� In this form� xApp�E gives an explicit

upper bound on exceptional p� Such a realization� however� comes from one Fp
point on an in�nite collection of varieties over Fp � We use the LangWeil bound�

Yet� modular towers call for an analog of �I�� and later works� LangWeil can

tell us little of the points on modular towers over a given �nite �eld�

PART I� INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATING PROBLEMS

This part motivates generalizing the connection between the inverse Galois

problem and modular curves� xI�A explains what about modular curves we want

to generalize� Later parts of the paper refer to this introduction to connecting di

hedral groups to modular curves� xI�B tells the main contributions of the paper�

xI�C gives notation for the theory of covers� Finally� xI�D and xI�E give diophan

tine motivation for the generalization of natural towers of modular curves we

call modular towers� Previous results of the author applied modular curves to

investigate cases of these topics� These fall under the heading �G� �G�C� realiza�

tions by regular extensions L�F �x�� Usually� F is a number �eld or �nite �eld�

These include diophantine results about modular curves that haven�t appeared

in quite this form� Still� we mean xI�D and xI�E to show diophantine problems
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appropriate for modular towers� �Part V in the continuation of this paper goes

further�� These sections emphasize the role of counting points on curves over

�nite �elds� The in�uence for this came from papers of Y� Ihara� and a result of

Frey� The latter used Faltings� proof of Lang�s conjecture� He thereby gave an

insight into simple �nite �eld questions and points over number �elds�

xI�F and xI�G present di�erent views on the Galois closure process� Especially�

the construction of xI�G gives a geometric view of automorphisms in the arith

metic theory of covers� Throughout� GF is the absolute Galois group of a given

�eld F � Unless otherwise said� all curves will be projective and nonsingular�

Further� points on varieties means geometric points�

xI�A� Focus on modular curves� Part III has reminders of the properties of
Hurwitz spaces� These join Part I motivations to Part II group theory to produce

modular curve generalizations� The modular curve tower X��p� � X��p
�� �

X��p
�� � � � � and X��p� � X��p

�� � X��p
�� � � � � encodes collective information

on �adic �� � p here� representations of subgroups of GQ�

For example� suppose you have a projective sequence pppi � X��p
i�� i � �� � � � �

for each i� pppi maps to pppi��� When i � � this means ppp� maps to the jinvariant

j�ppp�� of the common elliptic curve supporting these points �see xI�D�� Suppose
j�ppp�� lies in a number �eld F � Then� GF acts on the sequence fpppigi������� There

is a standard interpretation� Let xxx � fx�� x�� x�� x�g be the four branch points of
the elliptic curve Exxx in Weierstrass normal over the xline P� � P�x� �Weierstrass

normal form takes x� to be �� lying under the origin for addition on Exxx� The

main point is x� is rational over Q� Eventually we allow any collection of four

distinct points on P�x�� Regard pppi � X��p
i� as a pair �Exxx� ei� with ei a point

of order pi �exactly� on Exxx� The map from X��p
i� � X��p

i��� derives from

ei �� pei� The isogeny Exxx � Exxx�ei has a dual isogeny � Exxx�ei � Exxx� Galois

with group Z�pi� Such a cover comes from a homomorphism �i � ���Exxx�� Z�pi�

Actually� it comes from an equivalence class of homomorphisms� The same cover

derives from composing �i with an automorphism of Z�pi� To normalize� choose

from this equivalence class the homomorphism sending ei to � � Z�pi�

To put all these covers together� identify integral homology with a lattice

L 	� Z� for the complex structure C �L on Exxx� The projective limit lim��i L�p
iL

equals lim��i
�
piL�L� Therefore� it is the projective limit of p

i division points

on Exxx� The system of points ei� i � �� � � � � forms a padic line L in the two

dimensional padic space L 
 Zp� Let ��
�p�
� �Exxx� � Vp be the prop quotient of

the algebraic fundamental group� The group GF acts on Exxx torsion points�

Therefore� it acts through GL�Vp� 	� GL��Zp� on ��
�p�
� �Exxx��

A celebrated theorem of Serre implies the following �Se��� If Exxx is without

complex multiplication� the image ofGF in GL�Vp� is an open subgroup� Further�

for almost all primes p it is GL�Vp�� So� for �K � F � 	 �� only �nitely many p

division points of Exxx have �eld of de�nition K� For almost all primes p� none
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have� �This follows from �Se�� even if Exxx has complex multiplication��

Now we rephrase this discussion using the fundamental group of P� nxxx� The
projective system of unrami�ed �Galois� covers of Exxx comes from a quotient

of the algebraic fundamental group ���P� n xxx�� An explicit presentation of this

quotient comes from Riemann�s Existence Theorem �x��F�� Let 
�� � � � � 
� freely
generate F��� subject to the identity

��� 
�
�
�
� � ��

Then� ���P� n xxx� is the pro�nite completion of all quotients of �F��� by subgroups

of �nite index� Let E� � Exxx be any unrami�ed cover� Compose this with the

degree � cover Exxx � P� unrami�ed outside of xxx� Such covers correspond to

representations of �F��� that send 
�� � � � � 
� into elements of order �exactly� ��

That is� the cover E� � P� rami�es of order � over each of the four branch

points� Let �D��� be the quotient of �F��� by the relations

���� 
�i � �� i � �� �� �� � �so 
�
� � 
�
���

Geometry shows �D��� is �Z
��sf��g� with �Z the pro�nite completion of Z with

respect to all subgroups� Here is a combinatorial group theory argument� We

show 
�
� and 
�
� are independent generators of �Z
�� Then� 
� is a generator of

f��g� First� 
��
�
��
� � 
�
� shows 
� conjugates 
�
� to its inverse� Also�

�
�
���
�
�� � �
�
��
��
�
��
� � �
�
���
�
��

shows the said generators commute� The maximal prop quotient is Z�
p�sf��g�

Any line �procyclic group� in Z�
p produces a dihedral group Dp� from multipli

cation by � on this line�

The P� cover approach has advantages� Suppose xxx is invariant as a set under

GF � Then� any degree � cover rami�ed at these four points is equivalent to a

cover de�ned over F � Investigating covers of P� rami�ed only over xxx includes

realizing dihedral groups as Galois groups� To consider all realizations� we can�t

insist on a priori conditions on the branch points� This is especially true for

showing realizations of certain type aren�t possible �see xI�D�� Also� this form
allows us to replace dihedral groups by any �nite group G�

Even a �nite simple group G produces a tower of moduli spaces that encodes

information on natural pro�nite representations of GQ� What is the analog of the

dihedral group Dp acting on lines in a two dimensional padic space� Replacing

the line is a free prop group mapping surjectively to a pSylow of G� The kernel�

ker� of this map comes with a �ltration from its association with G� Here� p is a

prime dividing the order of G� There is a short exact sequence ker� p
�G

��G in

place of Zp� Dp� � Dp� Part II shows how to compute much about p �G� Such

computations aren�t yet trivial� Still� we illustrate our principles by displaying

this group when G � A	 and p � �� � or � �Prop� ��� and Remark ���	��
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xI�B� Introduction� Modular towers �xIII�C� generalize towers of modular
curves� These moduli spaces encode information on a collection of nilpotent

representations of subgroups of GQ� It is the universal Frattini cover �G of G

that allows these constructions �xII�A�� xII�B develops material for computing

the kernel of the natural map �G � G� xII�C applies this in detail to A	� Alter

nating groups also illustrate the lifting invariant ��G� p�C� of xIII�D� We note
this example�s relation to theta functions with characteristics and �Se���� and

�EKV� in Remark ����� It illustrates properties that recommend it among our

motivations� only second to modular curves�

The inductive process of xII�D evaluates successive Frattini quotients of p �G�

the universal pFrattini cover of G� xII�E produces the �rst nontrivial Frattini

quotient of � �A	� Finally� xII�F displays � �A	� While the principles aren�t the same�

it may be no more �no less� di�cult to compute in universal pFrattini covers

than in� say� PSLn�Zp�� This analogy is apt because PSLn�Zp�� PSLn�Z�p� is

a Frattini cover whenever PSLn�Z�p� is simple� Thus� the universal pFrattini

cover of PSLn�Z�p� is a proper cover of PSLn�Zp� �see ����� and Remark ���	��

It is easy to prove the �absolute� irreducibility of modular curves� Yet� their

irreducibility is signi�cant� For modular curve covers of the jline� this follows

from a rigidity type property� which we now explain� Classical rigidity is the

simplest of a set of criteria ��Se�� Chap� �� or �Fr�� x��� for asserting the �eld of
a de�nition of a cover is Q�

Theorem ��� quotes �FrV� for generalizations of rigidity that depend on sev

eral assumptions� Most important is transitive action of the Hurwitz monodromy

group Hr on Nielsen classes� The data for a Nielsen class comes from a collection

of conjugacy classes in a �nite group �xIII�A�� When this transitivity assump

tion holds� it is an analog for a level of a modular tower of the irreducibility of

modular curves� �From �Fr	x�� or �Fr��� Irreducibility of X��p
n� follows from

transitivity of H� on the Nielsen class of four repetitions of the conjugacy class of

involutions in Dpn � As in Theorem ���� this gives a transparent geometric reason

for Q being a �eld of de�nition for these curves�� �FrV� sought applications to

the inverse Galois problem� The tools� however� allow precise statements about

�elds of de�nition of these moduli spaces even when we relax the transitivity as

sumption �xIII�B�� This will breach ground between braid group representations
in the Ihara� Matsumoto and Nakamura program and the moduli approach to

the inverse Galois problem of myself� Debes and V�olklein� Practical applications

in �DFr�� �FrV�� �Ma��� and papers these reference� already show the way� We

now connect Part III results to those of the continuation of this paper� Parts IV

and V �to appear elsewhere��

The lowest level of a modular tower is a Hurwitz space H � H�G� p�C�� A
simplifying assumption is the collection C of conjugacy classes of G is a rational

union �xIII�A�� In this case� when G has no center� Q is a �eld of de�nition of H�
All arithmetic applications of these spaces require knowing �elds of de�nition of
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�absolutely irreducible� components of these spaces� It can even aid an applica

tions that H is reducible� if it has a Q component� The spaces arise abstractly

from covering space theory� So� it can be extremely di�cult to catch the �eld

of de�nition of components� Transitivity of the Hurwitz monodromy group is

equivalent to there being one component� The lifting invariant � � ��G� p�C�

gives a more general criterion� Regard ��G� p�C� as a function on components

of H� Its values are collections of conjugacy classes in the kernel of the universal
pFrattini kernel of G� The Main Theorem of xIII�D says the following� If H�

is a component of H� and 
 � GQ� then ��H�� � ��H�
� �

p����� Here p� is the

pcyclotomic character� So� suppose H� is another component of H� If � �� ��H��

and � � ��H��� then H� and H� aren�t conjugate� Part II applies in xIII�D to

show we can compute information about ��

xIII�F has a criterion that guarantees every level of a modular tower has a

Q absolutely irreducible component� This gives a second approach to detecting

Q components� The example criterion introduces H�arbater�M�umford� repre

sentatives in a Nielsen class� This is the most practical criterion we have� It�

however� applies less often than does the lifting invariant� Part IV relates the

lifting invariant and generalizations of HM representatives�

�IM� produces a section � to the natural map from the arithmetic fundamen

tal group of Pr n Dr to GQ� Any such section gives an action of GQ �faithful�

in this case� on the pro�nite completion of ���P
r nDr� with respect to all sub

groups of �nite index� The latter group identi�es with the pro�nite Hurwitz

monodromy group� Di�erent sections �� however� give di�erent actions� �IM�

uses a Deligne Tangential Basepoint to create a section with valuable proper

ties� In particular� it identi�es this action with the embedding of GQ in the

GrothendieckTeichm�uller group� cGT �
There is speculation cGT might contain GQ as an open subgroup� Parts IV and

V consider the action of cGT on components of modular towers at each level� The

conjectured cGT GQ relation gives results for GQ action on components of the

modular towers� Part IV gives meaning to the statement that cGT preserves the

lifting invariant� As a prelude� xApp�C reinterprets the criterion of �DFr�� for

describing all real points on a Hurwitz space� This resembles the construction

of the �IM� section� So� it lets us compare their GQ action with the lifting

invariant� This is appropriate because both limit the action of GQ on Hurwitz

space components�

This material also supports a companion topic� real points on modular towers

�xApp�D�� This interprets existence of a projective system of real points on a

given modular tower� Other groups appear here� natural for the problem at

hand� yet not the universal Frattini cover� In this case� it is the universal Artin�

Schreier cover of a �nite group G� equipped with a collection of conjugacy classes

of involutions� Constructions in �H� are a forerunner� This shows the value of
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going beyond the elementary elegance of the punrami�ed case of modular towers

in this paper� �Part IV� in particular� computes a low level quotient of the �

rami�ed invariant of L� Schnepp�s �branch point cover of degree �	�� This is

one from the summary of problems in the Appendix� Many of these problems

belong to modular representations� Part IV compares this with the generators

and relation presentation of cGT �
Part V concentrates on diophantine topics� For these we consider especially

how to apply results of G� Faltings �say� using G� Frey�s Finite Field Principle as

in Theorem ���� and H� Nakamura �as in �Na� Thm� �������� Every �nite group

G is a Galois group of a regular extension of Fp �x� for almost all primes p �FrV��

xApp�E gives an explicit bound on the exceptional primes to this statement for

a speci�c group G� A realizing cover for a given group G has an associated

Nielsen class� This comes from the conjugacy classes of the r branch points

of the realizing extension� We state our result depending on the Nielsen class

of the realization� It is possible to get a statement bounding these primes�

dependent only on G� Still� this reduces the structure in the problem� While

we believe this result new� for the aspirations of this paper it is inadequate�

We accept the primes dividing jGj as exceptional� Assume p does not divide

jGj� Our test produces an in�nite number of varieties over every �nite �eld�

One Fp point on any one of them gives a regular realization of G� Further�

there�s the tower above the lowest level �on each one�� It is a waste to apply the

standard Riemann hypothesis estimate to this situation� The curves of statement

D� �below� motivate going far beyond this limited result� Our introduction

concludes with two structured� yet opposed� diophantine themes�

D�� Non�congruence subgroup curves� Non�congruence subgroup curves are

an entertaining place to apply the above diophantine discussion� These are

quotients of the upper half �complex� plane by a subgroup  of PSL��Z� of

�nite index� �Technically�  shouldn�t contain a congruence subgroup to deserve

the noncongruence appellation�� Suppose  is a subgroup of the congruence

subgroup  ����� Then� ��Fr�� or �Fr
�� every such curve appears in the pullback

to �P��� of a component of a Hurwitz space of four branch point covers �see

Problem �B��� of xApp�B�� Thus� to each� xIII�C associates a modular tower� This

view o�ers chances to reconsider the special role of modular curves� These are

curves� So� we need no extra machinery likely necessary to consider diophantine

questions in full generality on modular towers� We don�t yet know� for example�

what is the analog of Theorem ��� for these noncongruence modular towers�

D�� Changing the number of branch points� Classical diophantine topics are

primarily limitation results� No problem suggested by this paper has more appli

cations than producing rational points on Hurwitz spacesH�G�C�in orH�G�C�ab
�xIII�A� where C has many repetitions of conjugacy classes� �FrV� and �FrV��

show this would give much more than the inverse Galois problem� much more
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than Shafarevich�s conjecture� This is part of the �G� �G�C�realization topic

in xI�D� The �Dp� A p �Cp
��Lemma gives a success here� It produces the ana

log for suitably large genus hyperelliptic curves of Q noncusp points on X��p��

�beginning of xApp�D��
xI�C� Notation� Suppose x is an indeterminate over a perfect �eld F � An

extension L�F �x� is regular if !F �L � F where !F denotes the algebraic closure

of F � Such an extension has branch points� values x�� � � � � xr of x with fewer

than �L � Q�x�� � n places of L lying over the place of F �x� corresponding to the

specialization x �� xi �xI�F�� Let �L be the Galois closure of the extension L�F �x��
Suppose the extension is tamely rami�ed� say� as when the characteristic of F

is 	� Then� associate a cyclic subgroup h
ii to each place pppi of �L lying over xi�

The rami�cation index of xi is the minimal integer ei for which �L embeds in the

formal Laurent series �eld !F ���x  xi�
��ei���

Let �e be a primitive eth root of �� Assume f�e j e � �� �� � � �g forms a

compatible system� �e�e�e� � �e� � In characteristic 	 choose �e � e��i�e� Denote

formal Laurent series in x over a �eld F by F ��x��� From this de�ne an automor

phism 
 of !F ���xxi�
��ei �� �xed on !F that maps �xxi�

��ei to �ei �xxi�
��ei �

Then� 
i is restriction to �L of 
� The collection 
�� � � � � 
r is a description of the

branch cycles of the cover when the following hold� First� 
�� � � � � 
r generate

G � G� !F �L� !F �x�� the geometric monodromy group of L�F �x�� Second� The

product of 
�� � � � � 
r� in some order� is �� xI�F has more on Riemann�s existence

theorem� production of covers from branch cycles�

The varieties of this paper are either a�ne or projective� For example� Hur

witz spaces are a�ne varieties� �Don�t� however� expect to see equations for

them�� Suppose Y is an algebraic variety �an irreducible locally closed subset of

projective space� de�ned over a �eld F � �It may not be absolutely irreducible�

over the algebraic closure� !F � Y may have several components�� Denote the �eld

generated by coordinates of a point ppp � Y by F �ppp�� In particular� if ppp is a �Weil�

generic point of Y � then F �ppp� is the function �eld of Y � Let  � X � Y be

a �nite cover� Further� suppose X and Y are normal varieties� and  and the

varieties have F as a �eld of de�nition� Let AutF �X�Y � denote the algebraic

isomorphisms � � X � X de�ned over F with  � � �  when applied to the

points of X � We say  is a Galois cover when the order of AutF �X�Y � equals

the degree of � For any �separable� cover�  � X � Y � over F � xI�G does a �ber

product construction of the Galois closure over F � This is the minimal Galois

cover of Y � de�ned over F � factoring through X � The group of this cover is the

arithmetic monodromy group of  � X � Y � The corresponding cover and group

over !F is the geometric monodromy group� If � � GF � then Y 	 is the variety

you get by applying � to coe�cients of polynomials giving Y � In the next section

Fq is the �nite �eld of order q�

xI�D� Motivating problems� This section discusses two example problems�
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They interpret points on modular curves as realization of certain pairs of groups

as �arithmetic and geometric� monodromy groups of a cover� More formally� let

G and �G be transitive subgroups of Sn for some integer n� with G normal in �G�

Further� consider �G� �G�C� where C is a collection of r conjugacy classes �with

possible repetitions� of G�

Definition� �G� �G�C��realizations� Let L�F �x� be a regular tame extension�

We say it is a �G� �G�C�realization under the following conditions�

�c�� L�F �x� has arithmetic monodromy group �G�

�c�� !FL� !F �x� has geometric monodromy group G�

�c�� Branch cycle descriptions of L�F �x� have attached conjugacy classes C�

Problem statements�

A� Involution realizations of dihedral groups as regular extensions over Q

�DFr� x��������
B� Production of median value curves"projective nonsingular curves C over

Fq"with exactly qt # � points over Fqt for in�nitely many t� �Fr	� x��
Problem A� �Dp� Dp�Cr��realizations� Cr being r repetitions of the class of

involutions� Problem A comes from �DFr�� Let p be an odd prime� It is easy

to realize the dihedral groups Dpn as regular extensions L�Q�x� over Q� Known

ways� however� require many branch points"at least pnpn�� # �"for primes

p larger than �� It is impossible to get fewer branch points in a Q regular real

ization unless all the branch cycles are involutions� When r � �� such involution

realizations correspond to Q noncusp points on the modular curves classically

called X��p
n� �DFr� Theorem ����� Here is why for the case n � ��

Suppose L�Q�x� is a degree p regular extension rami�ed at r � � points�

Further� assume its Galois closure is an involution realization of Dp� Apply the

RiemannHurwitz formula to L�Q�x�� Since r � �� the genus g�L� of L is 	�

���L � Q�x�� # g�L� �� � ���L � Q�x��  ����

with �L � Q�x�� � p� This is because involutions in the degree p representation �x

one integer� and switch �p���� others in pairs� The Galois closure� however� is
the regular function �eld �L of a genus � curve �X � Further� the automorphisms"

also de�ned over Q"have among them one� say �� of order p� Consider the

quotient �X�h�i of �X by the group � generates� The degree p map �X � �X�h�i
is unrami�ed� While �X and �X�h�i may not have rational points� their jacobians�
elliptic curves� do� Further� the genus 	 function �eld L� of odd degree over Q�x��

must be Q�x� � for some transcendental x�� This is the classical HilbertHurwitz

argument� In summary� The original extension has form Q�x� ��Q�x�� arising

from a rational function f�x�� � x� Trace f to an isogeny of degree p from a

rational pdivision point on an elliptic curve �Fr	� x���
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This isogeny produces a Q rational noncusp point on X��p
n�� the moduli

space of pairs of elliptic curves with a pdivision point� Mazur�s Theorem says

such rational points don�t exist if p � � �M�� Thus� for r � � and p � � there is no

regular realization of Dp as a Galois group� Let r� be any integer� A conjecture

of �DFr� states� Only �nitely many values of pn produce regular realizations of

Dpn with fewer than r� branch points�

This conjecture� however� doesn�t tell our full ignorance on involution realiza

tions of Dpn � We suspect there exist many involution realizations of Dpn over

Q� F� Lepr$evost suggested an example that isn�t an involution realization of Dp�

Still� it is close� Further� it shows why variants on the pair X��p
n� and X��p

n�

appear everywhere in modular tower theory �as in Problem D�� of xApp�D��
Consider the Fermat curve W � complete and nonsingular� with associated

a�ne set f�u� v� j up # vp � �g� As usual� p is an odd prime� Take Z to be the

hyperelliptic curve with associated a�ne set f�x� y� j y� � �xp#�g� � � Z � P�x
is the canonical degree � cover�

The genus of W is g�W � � �p  ���p ���� and g�Z� � �p ����� Consider

 � W � Z by �u� v� � �x� y� with x � uv and y � up  vp� �up  vp�� �

��uv�p#�� To simplify notation denote the semidirect product Z�p�s�Z�p��

�multiplication action of �Z�p�� on Z�p� by A p � With C the conjugacy class of

involutions in Dp� let Cr be r repetitions of C�

Lemma� �Dp� A p �Cp
���realization over Q� The morphism  is of de�

gree p� unrami�ed and de�ned over Q� The cover � � � �  � W � P�x is a

�Dp� A p �Cp
���realization over Q�

Proof� Write u # v � u # x��v� subject to relations up # vp � � and x �

uv � x�� Part A below shows properties of a polynomial Tp�z� � Q�x� z�� It is

of degree p in z� and Tp�u#x
��u� � up#�x��u�p� Further� Tp�z�� is �absolutely�

irreducible as a polynomial in Q�x� z�� Conclude� L � Q�x� � u#x��u� is a degree

p extension of Q�x�� Now� F � Q�u� v� is a degree � extension of L� Also�

K � Q�x� y� is a degree � extension of Q�x�� contained in L� Apply transitivity

of degrees to compute that F is a degree p extension of K� There remain three

parts� construction of Tp� computing a Galois closure� and concluding remarks�

Part A� How to get Tp� There exists an odd polynomial Cp giving the relation

Cp�t# ��t� � tp # ��tp� Indeed� choose Cp from DeMoivre�s formula�

�y� ei
p � �cos��� # i sin����p � cos�p�� # i sin�p���

Take real parts of both sides� and reexpress sin� as �  cos�� This gives Hp

satisfying Hp�cos���� � cos�p��� Write Cp�z� � �Hp�z���� Since Cp�t # ��t� �

tp # ��tp for all t of form ei
� it holds for all t� Exchange � for � to see Cp is
an odd polynomial� Cp�x� � Cp�x��
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Now� make a substitution� t � u�a� or

�z� Cp�u�a# a�u� � Cp���a�u# a��u�� � ��ap�up # a�p�u��

Let a� � x�� Since Cp is an odd polynomial� deduce this gives Tp� Finally� we

show Tp�z� � is irreducible� By construction� the leading term of Tp�z� � is

�p# ��zp� from the coe�cient of cosp in

cosp#p�cosp���� sin�� � �p# �� cosp#p cosp�� �

Excluding the lead and constant terms� the other coe�cients of Tp�z�  � have

a positive power of x as a factor� As p is a prime� if Tp�z�  � factors� it must

have proper factors with coe�cients in Q�x�� Now specialize x to 	 to conclude

�p# ��zp  � has proper factors over Q� This is clearly false�

Part B� Properties of the Galois closure of L�Q�x�� Let �L be the Galois clo

sure of the extension of L�Q�x�� A trick simpli�es this� Adjoin x
�
� to L� Then�

L�x
�
� � � Q�x

�
� � u # v� � Q����x

�
� ��u # v�� x

�
� �� From �z�� the splitting �eld of

L�x
�
� ��Q�x

�
� � is the splitting �eld of Cp�z����x �

� �p over Q�x
�
� �� Let t#��t � z

and s � ���x
�
� �p� Then� the splitting �eld %Cp�s of Cp�z�  s over Q�s� is

Q��ip t# ����ipt�� i � 	� � � � � p��� Add �ipt # ����ipt� to its complex conjugate to

see cos����p��t# ��t���t# ��t� � cos����p� is in %Cp�s�

Thus� Q�cos����p� is the extension of constants �see xI�E� from going to the

Galois closure of Q�z��Q �s�� %Cp�s � Q�t # ��t� �pt# ����pt�� cos����p��� The

Galois group G�%Cp�s�Q�s�� is A p � and the geometric monodromy group is

Dp� Adjoin i �
p� to the splitting �eld of Cp�z�  s over Q�x

�
� � to get

Q�t� �p � x
�
� � � L�� As t# x��t is in this �eld� take t � u to see L� contains F � Do

the remainder of the lemma by working in L��

Part C� Comments on the proof� This example centered on the cover of the

xline de�ned by Cp�z�  xp � 	� All other covers come from pullback of this

one� which had geometric monodromy group Dp� For this cover� rami�cation

over � is a pcycle� Pulling this back over a cover rami�ed of order p over �
gives an involution realization� Still� the real sub�eld of Q��p � appears in the

Galois closure� �

Earlier we found that a �Dp� Dp�C��realization over Q produces a noncusp

Q point on X��p�� Similarly� for �G with Dp � �G � Sp� Finding a �Dp� �G�C��

realization over Q produces a noncusp Q point on X��p��

xApp�D and xApp�E explain natural diophantine generalizations to every �nite
group G� prime p dividing the order of G� and collection of conjugacy classes of

G� Suppose the conjugacy classes of G are of elements of orders relatively prime

to p� Then� we construct a tower of varieties from the Hurwitz spaces H�G�C�ab�
This generalizes the tower X��p�� X��p

�� � � � � �Hurwitz spaces H�G�C�in give
the analog of X��p� � X��p

�� � � � �� This also produces a GQ invariant of the

braid group orbit of any curve cover �xIII�D�� Now turn to Problem B�
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Problem B� �G� �G�C��realizations over �nite �elds� Let Fq be the �nite �eld of

order q� Suppose a pair of groups �G� �G� is the respective geometric&arithmetic

monodromy group pair of an extension L�Fq �x�� �Assume� also� G has no center��

Necessary conditions are

�a� G � �G� �G�G is cyclic� and

�b� no element of �G n G centralizes G �Fr�� Prop� ���

Then� �Fr	� Th� ���� shows this converse�

Theorem� G�A monodromy existence over finite fields� �G� �G� is

the geometric�arithmetic monodromy group pair of a regular extension L�Fp� �x�

for all but �nitely many primes p��

xApp�E bounds exceptional primes to this statement� Still� as in xI�B� there is
so much structure here� it behooves us to toss LangWeil estimates� We explain

with the special case G � Dp� and �G is a proper overgroup normalizing G� These

produce examples of median value curves sought by Problem B�

Construction of exceptional covers is a recurrent application� These give func

tion �eld extensions L�Fq �x� where each x � Fqt �f�g has exactly one Fqt place
of L above it for in�nitely many t�

Exceptionality Statement �Fr	���� Regular extension L�Fq �x� is excep�

tional exactly when each orbit of �G��� acting on f�� � � � � ng breaks into strictly

smaller orbits under G���� Equivalently	 If �t� j �G�Gj� � �� each x � Fqt � f�g
has exactly one Fqt place of L above it�

The unique nonsingular projective curve� up to isomorphism� with function

�eld L� is a median value curve� It has exactly qt # � rational points in Fqt for

in�nitely many t� Potential applications of median value curves require explicit

realizations of them�

Take q � ra for some odd prime r �� p� �Fr	� Cor� ���� produces genus 	

exceptional covers of degree p� Reduce X��p� modulo r� Call this X��p�
�r��

You get one of these degree p rational functions over Fq for each Fq point of

X��p�
�r� with nontrivial frobenius in the cover X��p�

�r� � X��p�
�r� �see xI�E��

We don�t know of re�ned estimates for such points on X��p�
�r�� Still� LangWeil

applied to twists of modular curves is not the right tool� Over Fp� we could

use the same supersingular curves that appear in the proof of Theorem ����

Complex multiplication �as �Fr�� notes� precisely describes this problem� Again�

these ideas generalize� The variant question in Theorem ��� is the production of

such rational functions f over number �elds that reduce modulo in�nitely many

primes to these examples�

xI�E� Exact Constants Sequence� Suppose L�F �x� is a regular extension
with Galois closure �L� This gives an exact sequence

����� �� G��L� �F �x��� G��L�F �x��� G� �F�F �� ��
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Consider realizing a group G as a Galois group of a regular extension of F � We

might want the �rst term of ����� to be G and G� �F�F � to be �� Recognize �F

as the smallest extension of F containing the constants of a Galois closure of

L�F �x�� Especially� the functions giving the automorphisms of the extension

have �eld of de�nition �F � For other applications� including Problems A and

B� G� �F�F � should be as large as possible� Either way� we need to know the

possibilities for G� �F�F �� With �G � G��L�F �x�� this is the topic of �G� �G�

realizations over a �eld F � we�ve dropped explicit dependence on C�

For example� again take G � Dp with p an odd prime� Let F be an algebraic

number �eld� �F � Q� 	 �� Suppose L�F �x� is of degree p� with geometric

monodromy group Dp� Since G��L�F �x�� is in Sp� xI�D shows the largest group

it can be is A p �

Suppose the extension has involutions as branch cycles and there are r � �

branch points� If it�s not an involution realization of Dp� then �F �� F � From

xI�D� the extension gives a rational function f with f � P� � P� an exceptional

cover for in�nitely many primes rrr of the number �eld F � To be precise� let Frrr
be the residue class �eld of rrr�

Assume rrr does not divide p where f reduces to a rational function frrr of degree

p� Let %frrr be the splitting �eld of frrr�y�x over Frrr �x�� With care� we can assure

there is a corresponding sequence to ������

����� �� Dp � G�%frrr��Frrr �x�� � G�%frrr�Frrr �x�� � G��Frrr�Frrr �� ��

Let TF be the primes of F whose frobenius element in the extension �F�F is non

trivial� For almost all rrr � TF the Exceptionality Statement �xI�D� shows frrr to
be an exceptional rational function �Fr�� x��� So� now we look at how abundant

are these �elds F producing such rational functions f �

Follow classical terminology� Write Q�X� ���� � Q�j� with j the jinvariant

of the generic elliptic curve over Q� Results of Faltings give a goal for concise

statements on the diophantine properties of modular towers� The analog of A p
for Dpn is A pn � Z�pn�s�Z�pn���

Theorem ���� Let p be any odd prime and n a positive integer� An in�nity of

xxx � X��p
n�� !Q � produce a �Dpn � A pn �C���realization over F � Q�xxx�� Suppose�

however� we �x F � Then� for pn large� only �nitely many xxx � X��p
n� have

coordinates in F � Even stronger� �x an integer d� Assume pn large 
dependent

on d�� Only �nitely many xxx � X��p
n� have coordinates in a �eld of degree at

most d over Q�

Proof� For the �rst part apply Hilbert�s irreducibility theorem �HIT�� done

as follows for this point in �Fr��� The extension Q�X� �p
n���Q�X� �p

n��� has

degree pn���p ����� Pick a specialization � of Q�X� �p
n�� over j� � Q� Let its

residue class �eld be �F � Let the residue class �eld of restriction of � to Q�X� �p
n��
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be F � From HIT� � �F � F � has degree pn���p  ���� for in�nitely many j� � Q�

Conclude from the discussion of xI�D�
Now for the second part where we �x F � The classical RiemannHurwitz

computation for X��p
n� �as a cover of the jline� shows its genus grows large

with pn� Apply Faltings� Theorem� Over any number �eld F � a curve of genus

exceeding � has only �nitely many F points�

Consider the statement on bounding the values pn for which X��p
n� has in�n

itely many points over �elds F with �F � Q� � d� This is from �F� Cor� ��� Frey�s

argument was for p� but applies to pn� The conclusion of the theorem holds for

pn � ��	d using �Fa�� and a subtle �nite �eld argument�

Let Wd be the dth symmetric product of X��p
n� in its Picard component of

degree d� Suppose Wd contains an in�nite number of F rational points� Then�

�Fa�� says Wd contains the translate of an abelian variety� Further� Q is a �eld

of de�nition for the translating divisor� the abelian variety and in�nitely many of

its points� �F� Cor� �� concludes with �steps� First� It shows this implies there

is a cover  � X��p� � P�� over Q� of degree no more than �d� This argument

is general� having nothing to do with modular curves� Reducing this situation

modulo a prime rrr �� p produces rrr � X��p
n��rrr� � P� �as in xI�D�� with rrr of

degree at most �d� Such a reduction is possible� Frey quotes Deuring�s reduction

theory results� Now we come to the �nal argument�

Take any �nite �eld F� containing Frrr � Existence of rrr bounds X��p
n��F� �

independently of pn by �jF� j# ���d� Take� however� rrr � �� and F� the quadratic

extension of Frrr � Then� �I�� �or �R� pgs� ��
������ shows X��p��F
� � has at least�

pn

��

�
# � points� These points derive from supersingular elliptic curves for the

prime �� Supersingular curves have de�ning �eld the quadratic extension of F� �

This contradiction gives explicit bounds on exceptional values of pn� �

xI�F� Algebraist�s version of Riemann�s existence theorem� Consider

an extension L�C �x� of degree n� Suppose its Galois closure �L�C �x� has groupG�

Then� G��L�C �x�� faithfully embeds in Sn� The image is unique up to conjugation

by an element of Sn�

For any x� � C � f�g� consider the formal Laurent series C ��x  x��� in

x x�� Replace x x� by ��x if x� ��� The algebraic closure of C ��x  x��� is

��e��C ���xx� �
�
e ��� Thus� the absolute Galois group of C ��xx� �� is procyclic�

Its generator 
x� has the e�ect �x  x��
�
e �� �e�x  x��

�
e � e � �� �� � � � � Here

�e � e��i�e� There is a minimal integer e with �L embedding in C ���x  x��
�
e ��

as the identity on C �x�� Compose any one embedding �x� � �L� C ���x  x��
�
e ��

with an automorphism of �L� to get any other� Therefore� restriction of 
x� to �L

de�nes a conjugacy class of elements in G��L�C �x���

Only �nitely many x� have e � ex� � �� Label these xxx � �x�� � � � � xr�� the

branch points of the cover� For embeddings � attached to these points� name

the corresponding automorphisms by 


 � �
�� � � � � 
r�� Let ei be the e attached
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to xi� the rami�cation index at xi�

Riemann�s Existence Theorem� For some choice of � s�

�i� 
� � � �
r � �� and

�ii� the 
i s generate G�

Conversely� suppose x�� � � � � xr � and 
�� � � � � 
r � Sn satisfy �i� and �ii� with G

transitive in Sn� Then� there exists L�C �x� producing this data as above�

xI�G� Geometric Galois closure� Riemann�s existence theorem gives topo

logical existence to the covers of P�� It is� however� harder to see the relation

between a cover and its automorphisms� For example� if a �eld F is the �eld of

de�nition of a cover� what is the de�ning �eld of the cover�s Galois closure�

The Galois closure construction �below� reduces �nding the �eld of de�nition

of automorphisms to �nding a connected component of a curve� It is a form of

Kronecker�s old construction of the Galois group of a polynomial� Its use of �ber

products lends itself to forming Galois closures of families of covers�

Consider a cover  � X � P� of degree n� Assume X is absolutely irreducible�

Suppose F is a �eld of de�nition of the cover� Form the �ber product of the

curve with itself n times� This is Xn
P�
� ntuples from X whose coordinates have

a common image under � Remove an obvious set of components where two or

more coordinates are equal� the fat diagonal '� Denote Xn
P�
n' by X

�n�
� � Note�

Sn acts as permutations of the coordinates of X
�n�
� � Normalize this curve so the

result is complete and nonsingular� It may not be absolutely irreducible� Still

call this X
�n�
� � Let �X be an F connected component of X

�n�
� � Projection on the

�rst coordinate gives a map

����� �� � �X � X
��P��

Theorem� Galois Closure Construction� The cover  � �� � �X � P� is

the Galois closure of  over F � The group of �X � P� is the subset of Sn that

leaves �X invariant�

Proof� We derive this from the function �eld use of Galois theory� The

curves in the cover are normal� Therefore� elements of Aut� �X�P�� correspond

to automorphisms of F � �X��F �x� where x uniformizes P�� Let � be a primitive

element for the �eld extension F �X� � F ��� x� over F �x��

Conjugates ��� � � � � �n of � over F �x� correspond to points of X over the

generic point x on P�� Thus� there is a oneone relation between points of X
�n�
�

over x and di�erent ntuples

f������� � � � � ���n��� � � Sng�
Let �ppp � �ppp��� � � � � ppp

�
n� be a generic point of �X over x� the ppp� s are an ordering of

the points of X over x� Let �G be the group of the Galois closure of F �X��F �x��

This has an orbit on ordered ntuples of conjugates of �� Conjugates of �ppp are
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permutations of the entries of �ppp� Further� such conjugates are exactly the points

of �X over x� Conclude� �X�P� is Galois� Its automorphisms are permutations of

��� � � � � �n by �G� �

PART II� UNIVERSAL FRATTINI COVERS

The rank of a pro�nite group G is the minimal number of elements that

topologically generate G� Again� Dn is the dihedral group of order �n� For

G � H groups and M a representation module for G� indHG �M� is the induced

representation module for H � This is Gequivariant functions from H into M �

ff � Maps�H�M� j g�f�h�� � f�gh�� g � G� h � Hg�
xII�A� Universal pFrattini cover of a �nite group G�

The pro�nite limit

lim
��n

Dpn � Dp� � p
�G � Zp�sZ��

collects the �nite groups Dpn for all integers n� This section discusses the analog

of this for any �nite group G and any prime p dividing jGj� For later reference
replace Dp� by p

�G and Dp by G�

Recover �nite quotients of p
�G through the Frattini kernel of the natural map

ker� p
�G� G� This produces a sequence of characteristic subgroups of p

�G�

����� ker � ker�� ker
p
��ker�� ker�� � ker�� � � � � ker

p
n���kern��� kern��� � kern� � � �

As usual� we understand kerpn���kern��� kern��� to be the closed subgroup of p
�G

with generators from the elements of this set� The quotient p
�G� kern is Dpn�� �

Since ker is pZp� commutators �kern� kern� here are trivial� They won�t be in

the general case� Summarizing �FrJ� x�	���� we explain how this applies to the

universal Frattini cover of any �nite group G�

A Frattini cover is a surjective homomorphism � � H � G of groups with

this property� For a subgroup H � 	 H � if ��H �� � G� then H � � H � Two

Frattini covers �� � H� � G and �� � H� � G have a common cover� Indeed�

let H � H� �G H� be the �ber product�

H � f�h�� h�� � H� �H� j ���h�� � ���h��g�
Suppose H � is a minimal subgroup of H that projects surjectively onto each

factor of H � Then� H � is a common Frattini cover of H� and H�� There is a

universal object� �G is the minimal projective cover of G� �FrJ� Prop� �	����� If

� � H � G is any Frattini cover� there exists a cover � � �G� H with � � � � ���

Furthermore� �G is a pro�nite projective group� That is� given a cover �G� A

and a cover B � A� there is a homomorphism � � �G� B completing a natural

commutative triangle� Note� Don�t expect � to be a cover �surjective� even when

B is a quotient of �G �FrJ� Ex� ������� Nor is there a unique �� One construction
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explains this projective property almost trivially� Let 
�� � � � � 
r be generators

of G and let �Fr be the free pro�nite group on r generators� That is� �Fr is the

pro�nite completion� using all subgroups of �nite index� of the free group on r

generators� Map �Fr to G by mapping its canonical generators to the collection


�� � � � � 
r� Since �Fr is a pro�nite group� any descending chain H� � H� � � � �
of closed subgroups has nontrivial �closed subgroup� intersection� Apply this to

�nd a minimal subgroup �G 	 �Fr that maps surjectively by restriction to G� This

is a Frattini cover because no proper closed subgroups maps surjectively to G� A

closed subgroup of a projective group is projective� Thus� �G is projective� Other

easy points are in �FrJ�x�	���� Characterize �G � G as a Frattini cover where

the pSylows of �G are projective� and therefore free pro�nite groups�

The Frattini kernel of the map p
�G � G is a nilpotent group ker � ker�� Its

nilpotency is the pro�nite analog of knowing the Frattini subgroup of any �nite

group is nilpotent� For each p j jGj� there is a universal p�Frattini cover� Call this
p
�G� It is universal for Frattini covers of G with pgroup kernel� The pSylows

of ker are nontrivial exactly for those primes dividing jGj� ker �
Q

pj jGj Pp�

Each Pp is a characteristic closed subgroup of �G� so p
�G � �G�

Q
p�j jGj�p� ��p Pp�

Compare with the universal central extension of a perfect group�

SupposeG is perfect� generated by its commutators �G�G�� Then� �G is the clo

sure of � �G� �G� because the commutator image generates G� The universal central

extension of a perfect group is a �nite group� Yet� the universal Frattini cover�

being a projective group� has no elements of �nite order� An important point�

The universal Frattini cover factors through the universal central extension�

xII�B� Properties of p
�G� Sequence ����� helps check properties of p

�G� De

note the quotient p
�G� kern by

n
p
�G� When n � 	 this gives �

p
�G � G� Suppose M

is a G module and � � H i�G�M�� Say � is supported by Fp �G� moduleM
�� �M

if � is the image of � � H i�G�M ��� �from inclusion��

Lemma ���� For any integer n � 	� the universal p�Frattini cover of n
p
�G is

p
�G� There is a natural action of n

p
�G on the Fp vector space kern � kern
�� Char�

acterize M � ker� � ker� as the maximal Fp �G� module having � � H��G�M�

with this property� For any nontrivial Fp �G� module quotient M � of M � the

natural image �� of � in H��G�M �� is nonzero� Equivalently	 M is maximal for

having � � H��G�M� not supported by a proper submodule of M �

Proof� p
�G is the smallest Frattini cover of G with a projective pSylow�

Thus� the �rst sentence restates the projectivity property of p
�G� The action of

n
p
�G on kern � kern
� is conjugation� That is� g � n

p
�G lifts to �g � p

�G� de�ne

g�k � kern
�� to be �gk�g
�� kern
� for each k � kern� Two lifts �g� and �g� produce

the same action because �g��g
��
� � k� is in kern� k�kk

��
� � k modulo kern
��

The last sentence is cohomology for the existence of a universal exponent p

Frattini cover of G with abelian kernel� For example see �N� x�	��	�replace Z
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modules there with Fp modules�� Suppose H � G is any exponent p Frattini

cover with G module kernelM � This de�nes a nontrivial element � � H��G�M��

Moreover� if M�Q is a nontrivial Gquotient� the natural extension H�Q � G

also is nontrivial� Otherwise� let G� be a splitting of G� Then� hQ�G�i would be
a proper subgroup of H mapping surjectively to G� This contradicts the Frattini

cover property� �

Remark ���� Call ker� � ker� in Lemma ��� the universal p�Frattini module

for G� The groups ker� � ker� and ker� in Lemma ��� have the same rank� Lemma

��� makes computation of ker� e�ective �see Prop� ����� This allows an inductive

approach to computing properties of np �G �see Prop� ����� So� what would it mean

to know the universal pFrattini cover of a �nite group G� The display of �A	

in xII�F gives a model for this� �

Denote the algebraic closure of Fp by Kp� We list ingredients from the theory

of modular representations �A� Chaps� ���� Brauer�s Theorem �below� on simple

G modules forces considering� at times� (G � Kp�G� modules instead of Fp �G� � G
modules� Translation between statements about G modules to (G modules is

usually straightforward� A (over notation for a G module means we�ve tensored

with Kp to make it a (G module� An indecomposable (G module is one without a

nontrivial direct summand� A simple �or irreducible� (G module is one with no

proper submodules� LetM be a (G module� Its radical is the smallest submodule
rad�M� whose quotient M�rad�M� is a direct sum of simple modules �A� p� ���

Let H be any subgroup of G� Denote the corresponding subalgebra by (H�
For M a (G module� let MH be the corresponding (H module� The dimension of

M is its vector space dimension over Kp�

����a� Brauer�s theorem� Simple (G modules have the same cardinality as G

conjugacy classes whose elements have order prime to p �A� p� ����

����b� Indecomposable projectives M correspond to simple (G modules via the

map M �M�rad�M� �A� p� ����

����c� M is a projective (G module if and only if MPp � Pp the pSlow of G� is a

free Kp�Pp� module �A� p� �� and 

��

Lemma ��� describes the maximal pair �MG� �G�� This is the universal ex

ponent p Frattini cover of G with abelian kernel in Lemma ���� The universal

pFrattini module is MG� Any Fp module A has a smallest projective cover

	� I � P � A� 	�

where P is projective and has minimal dimension� This sequence is unique up to

an obvious equivalence� Denote I by %�A�� Benson �Be� calls this Heller�s con

struction� Inductively� de�ne %r�A� for any r � � by iterating this on %r���A��

Apply this to the trivial module 	 � Fp � The next result follows �Se���

Projective Indecomposable Lemma ��	� MG is isomorphic to %��	��

The class �G is canonically de�ned in H��G�%��	���
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Proof� All modules in the proof are �nitely generated� Note� Hr�G�A� is

just ExtrG�	� A� �N� p� ���� Th� ��� We show %��	� �M is the maximal module

having � � Ext�G�	�M� not supported on a submodule M �� �see Lemma �����

Use induction� For each integer r � � and G module B� consider pairs �M����

� � ExtrG�B�M� not supported on a proper submodule� We show there is a

maximal such� M � %r�B�� Further� the universal element of ExtrG�B�%
r�B��

represents ��

Let P be the smallest projective cover of B� Dimension shift on the canonical

sequence 	 � %�B� � P � B � 	 in the �rst position of ExtG� This shows

ExtrG�B�M� � Extr��G �%�B��M�� Suppose the maximal M for r � � is %�B��

Then� inductively� %�%r���B�� is the maximal M for general r�

We now show %�B� is the maximal M for r � �� First� Ext�G�B�M� is

equivalence classes of extensions of B by M �N� p� ����� As in Lemma ���� �rst

show no proper submodule M �� of M supports the canonical sequence� With no

loss� replace B by a nontrivial simple quotient of one of its direct summands�

Suppose� contrary to this� there is a split sequence� M�M �� � P�M �� � B �with

B simple�� A splitting would show P�M �� to have a quotient with two �or more�

simple summands� This contradicts ����b�� B uniquely determines P by being

its unique simple quotient �with multiplicity ���

Finally� consider the relation of P to any short exact sequenceM � �W � B�

Since P is projective� the morphism P � B induces the short exact sequence

%� � P
	�W that gives a natural diagram�

�����

%� � P
	� B��y ��y jj

M � � W � B

From �N� p� ����� the exact sequence of cohomology on the covariant �nd slot

produces Ext�G�B�%�� � Ext�G�B�M
��� The element of Ext�G�B�%�� de�ning

the upper row of ����� maps to the element of Ext�G�B�M
�� de�ning the lower

row of ������ This shows universality of the upper row extension of ������ �

xII�C� A	�checking properties of p
�G� Consider A	 � G� The next

statement is central to �Se	� p� 
�)�� The universal central extension !A	 of A	

�ts in a commutative diagram

�����

� � h��i � !A	
�� A	��� ��y ��y ��y

� � h��i � Spin���Q� � SO���Q�

This is important for the determination of the universal �Frattini module of A	�

A classical identi�cation has A	 equal to PSL��Z���� This allows us to identify
!A	 with SL��Z���� The �rst invariant of the universal Frattini cover of a group
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G is the collection of ranks of the universal pFrattini modules� In particular� we

now show how to compute these� For A	 these are the ranks of P�� P� and P	
with ker � P� � P� � P	 �xII�A�� For any group G� if you compute the groups

p
�G for p j jGj� then �G is the �ber product of these groups over G�

To orient to this problem� note A	 has a cyclic �Sylow� Further�

����� ker� � PSL��Z	�� PSL��Z��� � A	

is a Frattini cover� For example� combinatorially check that any lift of
� � ��
� �

�
and

of
� � �

� �

�
will generate PSL��Z	�� Still� PSL��Z	� is not the universal �Frattini

cover of A	 �Remark ���	�� The adjoint representation of PSL��Z	� appears as

	Sc � ker� ��ker��p�ker�� ker���

�� � matrices of trace 	� Here PSL��Z��� acts by conjugation�

There are three conjugacy classes of A	 of orders relatively prime to �� Thus�

����a� says there are three simple (G modules when p � ��

���
a� 	Sa � 	�

���
b� 	Sb� the standard degree � representation modulo 	� and

���
c� 	Sc as above�

We explain 	Sb further� Suppose G is a doubly transitive subgroup of Sn� and

p is relatively prime to n� Then� the standard representation is a direct sum of

the identity and an irreducible representation of degree n�� When� however�

pjn� the one dimensional space of G invariant vectors isn�t a direct summand of

the standard representation� Here� restriction of the degree � standard repre

sentation to the cyclic �Sylow gives its regular representation� From ����c� it is

the principal indecomposable for the �dimensional simple representation� See

Remark ���	 for completion of this case�

Similarly� there are four simple (G modules when p � ��

����a� �Sa � 	�

����b� �Sb� reduction modulo � of the degree � summand of the standard rep

resentation� and

����c� �S
�
c and �S

��
c � conjugate degree two representations from A	

	� SL��F� ��

The elements of the �Sylow of S	 are representatives of the four nontrivial

cosets of the stabilizer of � in the standard representation of A	� Since these

four nontrivial cosets span �Sb� the �Sylow acts freely on it� Thus� ����c� says

it is a projective indecomposable�

Simple representations for p � � follow those of ����� except use �S
�
c and �S

��
c �

reductions modulo � of the complex degree � representations� There is a standard

procedure for this� Find a lattice L in the representation module invariant under

G and form the quotient L�pL� For K a subgroup of A	� denote ind
A�

K �	� �of

dimension �A	 � K�� by �K�	��
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Proposition ��
� Take p � �� Identify the normalizer of the subgroup

h�� � � � ��i with the dihedral group Z���s h��i � H � The universal �Frattini

module of A	 is the dimension � quotient �H�	��	� Also� any Frattini cover of

A	 with �group kernel factors through !A	 � A	�

Proof� Apply Lemma ���� Let P� be the projective indecomposable of 	 for

the prime p � �� We show this is the induced module indA�

Z�	�	�
def
� N�� Since

Z�� has order relatively prime to �� all modules for it are projective �Mashke�s

Theorem�� From ����c�� �H�	� is projective� It has 	 as the augmentation ideal

quotient� a formal sum
Pt

i�� ai�i of cosets of Z�� maps to
Pt

i�� ai� We have

only to show it is indecomposable�

Apply Frobenius reciprocity in the form

HomZ�	�	�MjZ��� � HomA��ind
A�

Z�	�	��M�

with M a simple A	 module� By direct check on the simple A	 modules in ������

the left side of this expression is of dimension 	 unless M � 	� Thus �H�	� has

only one simple quotient and is indecomposable�

The composition series for N� is in �AJL�� The Loewy display shows compo

sition factors of (N�� We write this left to right instead of top to bottom�

���)�

�
(S�c � (	� �

(S��c
� �

(	 (	

� �
�
(S��c � (	� �

(S�c

Vertical columns show simple summands of rad� (A	�
i (N��rad� (A	�

i
� (N�� The

arrows indicate the indecomposables in (N��rad� (A	�
i
� (N�� Note� Such a display

uniquely determines a module�

Also� the projective indecomposable (P
�S�c corresponding to

(
�S�c is uniserial�

����a� (
�S�c � 	� (

�S��c � 	� (
�S�c�

Lemma ��� lets us compute the universal �Frattini kernel from the map

����b� (P
�S�c � (P

�S��c � �S
�
c � �S

��
c �

Here� (P�S�c � (P�S��c covers the part of ���)� to the left of the �rst column� The

kernel from this has composition factors that identify it with N��	� Thus� the

universal �Frattini kernel is �H�	��	� From its composition series� the only

simple quotient of N��	 by any A	 invariant submodule is 	� This gives the last

sentence of the proposition� �

Remark ���� An exceptional property of A	� Applications of Part III use

that all nontrivial �Frattini covers of A	 factor through the universal central

extension of A	� We don�t know which alternating groups have this property�
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Not all do� Two standard series of simple groups come together when n � )�

A�
	� SL���Z���� For this� �Be� shows H��A��M�� has dimension � where M� is

the standard � dimensional representation of SL���Z���� This gives an extension

of A� that doesn�t factor through the universal central extension of A�� �

xII�D� Inductive construction of n
p
�G� Continue notation of xII�B� Use

n �
n
p
�G� G for the natural map� As in xII�B� kern � kern
� is

n
p%

��	��

Lemma ���� Conjugacy classes in G of elements of orders prime to p corre�

spond one�one to such conjugacy classes in n
p
�G� In particular� there is a natural

one�one correspondence between simple G modules and simple n
p
�G modules�

Further� suppose M is a simple G� or n
p
�G� module� Let PM be the principal

indecomposable for M as a G�module� Then� PM is a quotient of the principal

indecomposable n
pPM for M as a n

p
�G module�

Proof� Take g � G of order prime to p� Let Hg be the subgroup ��n �hgi�
in n

p
�G� We have an exact sequence kern � kern
� � Hg � hgi� By Schur

Zassenhaus� this sequence splits� uniquely up to conjugation� So� elements over

g� of the same order as g� are all conjugate� Also� n maps elements in n
p
�G of

order prime to p to elements of the same order in G� This proves the �rst part�

Let M be a simple G module� Then� M is a n
p
�G module through n� There

fore� it has no proper n
p
�G module� such would be a proper G submodule� From

the �rst part of the lemma� ����a� says n
p
�G and G have the same number of

simple modules� Thus� we have a natural correspondence between them�

Consider the last statement of the lemma� The homomorphism PM � M is

also a n
p
�G module homomorphism� So� the projective n

p
�G module n

pPM has a

map � � n
pPM � PM commuting with the maps to M � This is surjective� the

quotient of PM by its radical �as either a G or n
p
�G module� is just M � �

Lemma ��� shows how to construct the group n
p
�G inductively in n� In partic

ular� Ext�n
p
�G
�	�%��	�� � Ext�n

p
�G
�%��	��%��	��� These modules are the natural

n
p
�G modules from xII�B� We construct n
�

p
�G given solid information on the fol

lowing short exact sequences of n
p
�G modules�

����	a� � � %��	� � P � %��	� � �� P the minimal projective n
p
�G module

covering %��	��

����	b� �� %��	�� P� � 	� ��

Here� P� is the principal indecomposable for 	 � 	n
p
�G� Compute boundary maps

from the standard exact sequences of cohomology�

������ H�� np
�G�	�

���H�� np
�G�%��	��

���H�� np
�G�%��	���

Let �� be a vector space generator of 	�
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Proposition ��� The element �� � ������ � H�� np �G�%
��	�� represents a

group extension n
�
p

�G whose class generates H�� np
�G�%��	��� To be explicit�

consider the semi�direct product %��	� �s n
p
�G� Choose m � P� lying over ���

The cocycle g �� g�m�  m for g � G represents ������� This cocycle de�nes

a splitting � � n
p
�G � %��	� �s n

p
�G by g �� �g�m�  m� g�� Then� n
�

p
�G is the

preimage in P �s n
p
�G of �� np

�G� in %��	��s n
p
�G from sequence 
���	a��

Proof� Follow standard computations for boundary maps� For example�

check that � de�nes a homomorphism by computing ��g�g�� as

��g�g���m�m� g�g�� � ��g�g���m� g��m� # g��m�m� g�g�� � ��g����g���

The essence of identifying n
�
p

�G is to show pullback of �� np
�G�� as an extension

of n
p
�G� has the correct �cocycle� Suppose � represents a �cocycle� Then�

g �� ���g�� g� gives a splitting of n
p
�G in %��	��s n

p
�G� For each g � n

p
�G let !��g�

be an element of P lying over ��g� � %��	�� The boundary map di�erentiates

the �cycle g �� ��g� to give

�g�� g�� �� g��!��g��� !��g�g�� # !��g���

�N� p� ���� shows this �cocycle is the factor system for the associative multipli

cation on the pullback group� �

xII�E� Explicit computation of �
�
�A	� This subsection applies Prop� ��� to

A	 to construct its universal exponent �Frattini cover
�
�
�A	� Then� xII�F displays

the whole universal �Frattini cover� The two processes use di�erent principles�

For much work� we need p
�G� even if this doesn�t reveal the �ne tuning� Still� it is

comforting to get the detail in n
p
�G we illustrate with �

�
�A	� This requires explicit

exact sequences for ����	�� From Prop� ���� indA�

Z�	�	�
def
� P� is the projective in

decomposable of 	� Identify this with linear functionals� HomF�Z�	��F� �A	�� F� ��

on right cosets of Z�� in A	� Here� g � A	 acts on the left of  � P� by

g���x� � �x � g��� for x � F� �A	�� Let � take the coset of � to �� and the

other cosets to 	� Following Prop� ���� form the section

������ � � A	 � %��	��sA	 by g �� �g��� �� g��

The next theorem gives P with an explicit map to %��	� to complete identi�ca

tion of ��
�A	 from ����	b��

Choice of P � Our identi�cation of �
�
�A	 will have kernel an F� module� So�

we reduce scalars on the module �S
�
c in ����c� to F� � This gives a G � F� �A	�

module �Sc whose !F� tensor is �S
�
c � �S

��
c �
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Thus� ���)� and ����� give the Loewy display of the projective indecomposables

P� � indA�

Z�	�	� and P�Sc for 	 and �Sc respectively� Precisely�

	

	 � �Sc � � � �Sc � 	

	

and

	 	

�Sc � � � �Sc � � � �Sc
	 	

Let the kernel of the natural augmentation map P� � 	 be M�� Thus� P is the

projective indecomposable for �Sc� From ����b�� the universal �Frattini kernel

is the kernel of the natural map P � ker�P� � 	�� Use the modules �Sb from

����b� and �S
�
c from ����c�� Let M ��� F � be � � � matrices with entries in F �

The set of trace 	 matrices is M ��� F �� � With F � F� � both are A	
	� SL��� F� �

modules via conjugation� Here O is the zero element in this additive group�

Theorem ���� The following properties hold�

�����a� P is isomorphic to reduction of scalars of �S
�
c 
F� �Sb to F� �

�����b� The submodule of P��Sc with Loewy display 	� 	� �Sc is isomorphic

to M ��� F� ���

�����c� For any A � M ��� F� �� with A ��
�
�
�

�
�

	
A
�
�
�

�
�

	
� the element

B
def
�
�
A�
��
	

�

�

		
� M ��� F� �� �sSL��� F� � is of order ��

�����d� Any B in �����c� and �O� �� � � � ��� generate a subgroup G� isomorphic

to G of M ��� F� �� �sSL��� F� �� This is a section coming from �������

In particular� the pullback of G� to P �sA	 is an explicit identi�cation of � !A	�

Proof� From previous comments� �����a�d� gives the last line� �����c� is a

trivial check� We show the others in order�

����	a� holds� Since �Sb is a projective !F� �A	� module� so is �S
�
c
F� �Sb ��A�

p� ��� Lemma �� or use a similar statement with free replacing projective�� Thus�

this ) dimensional �over F� � module is a sum of projective indecomposables�

From ������ either it is �Sb��Sb� or its reduction of scalars to F� is the projective

indecomposable P for �Sc� We show the former can�t happen�

Let � � A	 be of order �� Its trace� Tr����� on �Sb is �� For a basis of �S
�
c

take eigenvectors of �� The trace of � on �S
�
c 
F� �Sb is ��# ����Tr����� Here�

� generates F�� � This is di�erent from �Tr����� �����a� holds�

����	b� holds� In analogy to ������ M ��� F� �� is the adjoint representation

of A	 � SL��F� �� So� it is indecomposable� It has a �dimensional irreducible

quotient�
�
�
�

�
�

	
and

�
�
�

�
�

	
generate this modulo the �dimensional subspace of
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scalar matrices� It is then a quotient of P � The result follows from the Loewy

display of P in ����b��

����	d� holds� The group B and �O� �� � � � ��� generate has A	 as a quo

tient� Check� B� generates the kernel of the quotient map� This requires knowing

you can�t split o� A	 in this group� Any element of order � �they are all conju

gate� and �� � � � �� generate A	� It su�ces to note lifts of elements of order �

are of order �� �

xII�F� Displaying the universal pFrattini cover� Suppose G is a semi

direct product H �sK with �jH j� jKj� � �� Then� for each prime p dividing

jGj� p
�G is p

�H �s
p
�K �Ri� Thm� ����� �If �p� jG�j� � � the universal pFrattini

cover of G� is just G��� Suppose p j jKj� So� the action of p �K on H is induced

from K acting on H � On the other hand� suppose p j jH j� Explicitly extending
the action of K from H to p

�H may require some cleverness �Remark ���	 gives

an easy example�� Conclude from the SchurZassenhaus lemma� we know the

universal pFrattini cover of a group G when its pSylow Qp is normal� Suppose

the rank of Qp is t� Let �F
�p�
t be the free prop group on t generators� Then�

G 	� Qp �sG�Qp and p
�G 	� �F

�p�
t �sG�Qp�

Consider any �nite group G� p j jGj� and a pSylow Qp of G� Let NG�Qp� � G�

be the normalizer of Qp in G� From above� the universal pFrattini cover of G�

is �F
�p�
t �sG��Qp� Let ker

�
� be the kernel of �F

�p�
t � Qp� This is a free group on

�#�t��jQpj generators �FrJ� p� ����� As in xII�A� form ker�n� n � �� � � � � Then�

M � � ker�� � ker
�
� is a G

� module of rank � # �t ��jQpj� Finally� let ���G�� be
the pullback of G� in the universal pFrattini cover p

�G� G�

Proposition ���� There is a surjective homomorphism � � ���G��� p
�G
�
�

Suppose the rank of ker�� � ker
�
� equals the rank of ker� � ker�� Then� � is an

isomorphism� In particular� this holds when G � A	 and p � ��

Proof� Both ���G�� and p
�G
�
are semidirect products of a free prop group

and G��Qp� Both have natural maps to G
�� As the universal Frattini cover is the

minimal projective group covering G� �FrJ� loc� sit��� p
�G
�
is the minimal group

with these properties� Thus� � exists� The ranks of ker� � ker� and ker�� � ker
�
�

determine the respective ranks of ker� and ker
�
�� Thus� the hypothesis says the

latter two have the same ranks� A surjective map of isomorphic prop groups is

an isomorphism �FrJ� Prop� ������

We show these hypotheses hold for G � A	 and p � �� The normalizer of the

�Sylow in A	 is G
� � A�� the subgroup of order ��� The rank of ker

�
� is �ve� the

same as the rank of ker� �Prop� ����� �

Remark ����� Intuitive approach to identifying Frattini kernels� Use the

notation before Prop� ��� for NG�Qp� � G�� etc� Then� ker�� � ker
�
� � M � is a

G� module� Yet� it may not be a natural G module� The induced module �top
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of Part II�� M � indGG��M
��� always is a G module� Apply Shapiro�s Lemma�

H��G�M� � H��G��M ��� Let � � H��G��M �� de�ne the natural pFrattini

extension of G� by ker�� � ker
�
�� Thus� use � to de�ne an extension �G� � G with

kernel M � This is a valuable extension� It isn�t� however� always the universal

pFrattini module�

For example� when G � A	 and p � �� M � �resp�� M� has dimension � �resp��

���� Prop� ��� explains this case� M � is a G module�

When� however� p � �� the dihedral group normalizing the cyclic �Sylow in A	

has index 
� Apply Frobenius reciprocity �proof of Prop� ���� to see indGG��Z���

has Loewy display 	Sc � 	Sc �as in ���
c��� This is ker� � ker� when p � ��

Finally� How can we answer serious questions about �
�A	 � �G from Prop� ����

Take for example the Loewy display of kern � kern
�� Restrict the action of
n
�
�G to

n
�
�G
�
to consider the Loewy display of kern � kern
�� The action of G

��Qp � Z��

is completely reducible �Mashke�s Theorem�� Suppose we know the action of

ker� � kern on kern � kern
�� Then� we can �nd the G
��Qp modules in this if we

have explicit action of G��Qp on the generators of �F
�p�
t � That is� let vvv�� � � � � vvvt

be a basis for ker� � ker� �M � Consider just the case where G��Qp is cyclic �as

in �A	�� Let A be a matrix representing the action of a generator of this group

on M � Lift this to a ttuple of words w�vvv�� � � � � vvvt��� � � � � w�vvv�� � � � � vvvt�t that

induces an automorphism �A of the same order on the group generated freely by

vvv�� � � � � vvvt� Example� �vvv�� vvv�� �� �vvv��� � vvv�vvv
��
� � gives an element of order �� The

last step is to decipher the G modules from the G� modules� For the case of

discussion� this appears feasible� �

PART III� FOUNDATIONS OF MODULAR TOWERS

xI�A� and xI�D�E remind us the modular curve X��p� for p a prime is a moduli

space� It parametrizes degree p covers E � E� of genus � curves that have Z�p

as geometric monodromy group� Such a cover arises canonically from a genus 	

degree p cover X � P� having four involutions in Dp for branch cycles� Thus�

a moduli space H � H�Dp�C�� of such genus 	 covers has more data than does

X��p�� Note� Neither the genus 	 covers nor the cover of the jline by X� are

Galois covers� We remind how conjugacy classes in a �nite group G produce

Hurwitz moduli spaces� Versions of this appear in �Fr�� and �FrV��

Consider a prime p dividing jGj� Let C be conjugacy classes of G of or

der prime to p� Then� xIII�C constructs the spaces fHn � H� np �G� np �C�� j n �

	� �� � � � g attached to the characteristic quotients of p
�G� xIII�D produces an in

variant ��G� p�C� on which GQ acts through the pcyclotomic character� We

apply this to a recurring example where G is an alternating group�

In some groups there are primes p exceptional for this process� conjugacy

classes in G of order prime to p don�t generate G� We say these primes are

exceptionally rami�ed �xIII�E�� xIII�F returns to the main technical topic be
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hind this paper� �nding �elds of de�nition of components of a modular tower�

Cor� ����� in particular� shows that each level of certain modular towers for a

perfect group contains an absolutely irreducible variety over Q� Finally� the

Appendix discusses problems from our main themes� These motivate our next

installment �Parts IV and V� of modular towers�

The number of branch points� r� of a cover X � P� is always at least ��

Consider any cover  � W � V with �eld of de�nition K� Denote the set of

geometric points that lie over v� � V by ���v��� The absolute Galois group GL

of the �eld L � K�v�� acts on ���v��� Suppose G is any group acting on this

�ber� The decomposition group Dw� � w� � ���v�� is the �sub�group of G that

preserves the orbit of GL� The traditional situation has  � W � V a Galois

cover of normal varieties and G is the Galois group� If the cover isn�t Galois� go

to the Galois closure �W � V �xI�G�� Then� choose any point �w� � �W over v��

Declare Dw� to be the decomposition group of v�� The abuse is this only de�nes

the decomposition group up to conjugacy in G�

xIII�A� Data for Hurwitz spaces attached to G� Let G be a transitive

subgroup of Sn and let C � �C�� � � � �Cr� be an rtuple of nontrivial conjugacy

classes of G� Some may occur several times� We often equip G with a faithful

transitive permutation representation T � G � Sn� Then G��� denotes the

subgroup of G � Sn stabilizing �� Sometimes this is the regular representation�

often it is not �xIII�C��
Definition 	��a� To the data �G�C� associate its Nielsen class�

Ni�G�C� � Ni�C� �fg � Gr j hgi � G� g� � � � gr � �

and there exists � � Sr� g�i�� � Ci� i � �� � � � � rg�

Occasions will arise when Ni�G�C� is empty� Still� unless we say otherwise�

assume it is nonempty� There are several variants to Ni�G�C�� Equivalence

relations on Ni�C� and its variants produce moduli spaces related as are X��n�

and X��n�� Let NSn�C� be the subgroup of Sn that normalizes G and permutes

the conjugacy classes in C� Suppose the embedding of G in Sn is the regular

representation� Then� NSn�C� acts by conjugation through the full subgroup of

automorphisms of G permuting the conjugacy classes in C�

Definition 	��b� Let G� be a group between G and NSn�C�� Associate to

�G�G��C� its G�Nielsen class Ni�C��G�� the quotient of Ni�C� by the conjuga

tion action of G�� There is a special notation for Ni�G�C��NSn�C�� Ni�G�C�
ab�

and for Ni�G�C��G� Ni�G�C�in�

Suppose a cover  � X � P� has any branch cycle description g� up to conju

gation by elements of Sn� in Ni�C�� We say the cover is in Ni�C�� Alternatively�

Ni�C� is the Nielsen class of the cover� The order we list the conjugacy classes

doesn�t matter�
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Definition 	��� Rational union of conjugacy classes� Consider the union

S � �ri��Ci of elements in all conjugacy classes of C� Let N be the least

common multiple of all elements in S� Suppose �a�N� � �� Let Sa be the set of

a powers of elements of S� We say C is a rational union of conjugacy classes if

Sa � S for all �a�N� � ��

Nielsen classes address the existence of a space representing this moduli prob�

lem� Parametrize equivalence classes of covers in a given Nielsen class� There

are� however� immediate subtleties� To assure exactly one point of the space

represents each equivalence class of covers� we must equivalence branch cycles

descriptions by the action of NSn�C�� That is� constructions for this space use

Ni�C�ab� Even then� this is only a coarse moduli space unless representing covers

have no automorphisms�The exact condition for this is G��� is selfnormalizing

�in G� �Fr�� x��� Arithmetic matters require using such a �ne moduli space�

Thus� the selfnormalizing condition appears in Addendum ���� No suitable re

placement for it holds if G has a nontrivial center� The moduli problem for

realizing groups as Galois groups of regular extensions over Q must take account

of the Galois closure of a cover and the corresponding automorphisms� The mod

uli space that keeps book on automorphisms of a cover uses Ni�C�in� For Galois

group realization over Q the Branch Cycle Argument �see the proof of Part A in

Theorem ���
� requires C is a rational union of conjugacy classes� Theorem ���

summarizes basic moduli properties under this assumption ��DFr� x��� �Fr�� x�
and �� or �FrV� Prop� ����

Hurwitz monodromy action interprets properties of moduli spaces attached

to Nielsen classes� We explain the monodromy action� Consider the free group

on generators Qi� i � �� � � � � r�� with these relations�

����a� QiQi
�Qi � Qi
�QiQi
�� i � �� � � � � r  ��

����b� QiQj � QjQi� ji jj � �� and

����c� Q�Q� � � �Qr��Qr�� � � �Q� � ��

Conditions ����a� and ����b� de�ne the Artin braid group� The full set de�nes

the Hurwitz monodromy group Hr of degree r as a quotient of the braid group�

The Qi s act on g � Ni�C� by this formula�

����d� �g�Qi � �g�� � � � � gi��� gigi
�g
��
i � gi� gi
�� � � � � gr�� i � �� � � � � r  ��

This action commutes with conjugation by any element of NSn�C�� Thus� it in

duces a permutation representation ofHr on Ni�C� and its quotients in Def� ���b�

Hurwitz monodromy action on the Nielsen class�

The fundamental group of Pr nDr is Hr� Thus� each orbit O of Hr on Ni�C�
in

�resp�� on Ni�C�ab� produces an irreducible unrami�ed cover Hin

O �resp�� Hab

O � of

PrnDr� Further� this produces a natural unrami�edGalois cover *O � Hin

O � Hab

O
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�see Th� ����� We use O for its image in Ni�C�ab� This can be an abuse of

notation� di�erent orbits of Hr on Ni�C�
in may be the same in Ni�C�ab�

Denote the disjoint union of Hin

O over the orbits of Ni�C�in by H�C�in� Use a
similar notation� H�C�ab� for the disjoint union of Hab

O over the orbits of Ni�C�ab�

Theorem ��� includes the main application of the assumption of transitivity of

Hr on Nielsen classes� Lemma ��� applies in Theorem ��� to show orbits of the

braid action on Ni�C�in and on Ni�C� are the same� We also use it in the main

result of xIII�F�
Lemma 	�	 �BFr� Lemma ��)�� Consider g � Ni�C�� Suppose there are

consecutive integers i� i# �� � � � � j mod r with gi � gi
� � � � gj � �� 
This includes

i� i# �� � � � � r�� r� �� �� � � � �� Let � � hgi� � � � � gji� Then� there is Q � Hr with

����� �g�Q � �g�� � � � � gi��� �gi�
��� � � � � �gj�

��� gj
�� � � � ��

The following rephrases �FrV� Th� ��� It contains three major assumptions�

����a������c�� xIII�B inspects these more closely� The decomposition group Dppp

for ppp � Hab is one of the conjugacy class of decomposition groups D�ppp for �ppp � Hin

over ppp� �See top of Part III�� Recall� The outer automorphism group Out�G� is

the automorphisms of Gmodulo the group of inner automorphisms� Conjugation

of NSn�C� on G gives a natural map into Out�G�� For any orbit of Hr on

Ni�G�C�� denote the subgroup of NSn�C� that stabilizes the whole set O by

NO�C�� Denote its image in Out�G� by N out

O �C� and the image of NSn�C� in

Out�G� by N out
in
�C��

Theorem 	�
� TheHr�orbits on Ni�C�
in correspond one�one to theHr�orbits

on Ni�C�� Let O be such an orbit� Restrict attention to *O � Hin

O � Hab

O � Over

C � *O is a Galois cover with group N out

O �C�� Assume the following�

����a� G has trivial center	 center condition�

����b� C is a rational union of conjugacy classes	 rationality condition�

����c� Hr is transitive on Ni�C� 
so O � Ni�C�in�	 transitivity condition�

Then� the following hold�

����a� * � Hin � Hab is a Galois cover of absolutely irreducible varieties over

Q� with automorphisms de�ned over Q and group NSn�C��G�

����b� Any point ppp � Hab and �ppp � Hin over ppp� produces a Galois �eld extension

L�ppp�Q�ppp��x� with the algebraic closure of Q�ppp� in L�ppp equal to Q��ppp��

����c� The data of ����b� produces an exact sequence of groups as in �����

�� G � G�L�ppp�Q��ppp��x��� G�L�ppp�Q�ppp��x�� � G�Q��ppp��Q�ppp��� ��

����d� G�L�ppp�Q�ppp��x�� in ����c� is a subgroupH of NSn�C� for which no element

of H nG centralizes G� Also� the decomposition group Dppp in * is H�G�
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The set ppp � Hin� !Q � withDppp � N out
in �C� in ����d� is dense in the complex topology�

Proof� The �rst sentence follows from Lemma ��� with i � � and j � r�

Hilbert�s irreducibility theorem gives the last sentence as in the argument of

Theorem ���� Explanation of ����d�� The condition on H is a statement about

the Galois closure process for an extension L�Q�x� and not pure group theory

�Fr	� Prop� �� or �Fr�a� x��� Everything else is from �FrV� Th� ��� �

The Hurwitz spaces Hab are as important as Hin� The following addendum

clari�es the role of the points of ����c�� ppp � Hab� It rephrases �FrV� Cor� 	�� It

would be valuable for applications to go beyond ����� in supporting the conclu

sion of the Addendum� As before� G��� is the stabilizer of � in G � Sn�

Addendum to Theorem 	�
� Assume ����a������c�� Also� assume either

����a� G��� is the trivial group� or

����b� the normalizer of G��� in G is just G����

Then� ppp � Hab produces a degree n �eld extension� Lab�Q�ppp��x�� regular over

Q�ppp�� It is unique up to isomorphism over Q�ppp��x�� Further� its Galois closure

gives the �eld L�ppp in ����c��

Here is a �nal word of caution� We aren�t interested in the minimal �eld of

de�nition of Hin

O � Pr nDr �resp�� Hab

O � Pr nDr� as a pure cover� The goal is

a model for such a cover whose points represent solutions for a speci�c moduli

problem� For Hab

O the problem is �nding representative covers in the given orbit

of Hr on the Nielsen class� Then� Hin

O adds to this �nding a Galois cover with

given automorphisms� See xApp�C� especially between �C�)� and Theorem C���

for further discussion on when the model satis�es properties ����bc� and the

conclusion of Add� to Th� ����

xIII�B� Weakening the hypotheses of Theorem ���� �FrV� shows any

�nite group G has a covering group G� and a collection of conjugacy classes C�

of G� satisfying all conditions of ������ Given the other conditions� it is a minor

issue to relax the rationality condition ����b�� Thus� we continue using this

simplifying assumption� Crucial applications� however� require us to go beyond

transitivity condition ����c�� Suppose the following holds instead of ����c�� and

we still have ����a� and ����b��

������ There exists an Hr orbit O for which * � Hin

O � Hab

O is a Galois cover of

absolutely irreducible varieties over Q�

Then� the conclusions of Th� ��� and the addendum hold with minor adjustments�

For example� instead of the last sentence of Th� ���� conclude the following�

The set of ppp � Hin

O�
!Q � with Dppp in ����d� equal G�Hin

O�Hab

O � is dense in the

complex topology� In particular� it still holds that a cover in Ni�G�C� gives a

regular realization of G as a Galois group over Q exactly when H�C�in�Q� is
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nonempty� Such rational points� however� require �nding orbits O for which Hin

O

is an absolutely irreducible Q component of H�Cin��

The most di�cult hypothesis to relax is the center condition ����a�� There

will be situations where we wish to add more conditions to the group G� For

example� �FrV� needed to cover G by a group satisfying ����b� for which

�y� G has its Schur multiplier generated by commutators�

Lemma ���� explains �y� and gives an application� Here� however� let us deal just
with the center condition� Classical geometry often remedied a situation with a

center by adding rigidifying data to the moduli problem� A natural rigidifying

method here is to coverG by another group satisfying desirable conditions� Then�

use the relation between the Hurwitz space for G and for its covering group� We

explore why that isn�t satisfactory here�

First� Consider the �FrV� methods for covering G with a group having no

center� Assume G is not cyclic �eventually� we assume G is not nilpotent��

Suppose we don�t mind replacing G by a group of higher rank� We can form

a wreath product� H jGj �sG � G�� Here H is a nontrivial centerless group and

G acts on H jGj by permutation of the coordinates �FrV� Lemma��� Or� to keep

the same rank� �FrV� Lemma �� suggests an inductive construction for covering

G by G� with a smaller center� For that� consider g �� � in the center of G� Let

p be a prime not dividing jGj� Then� g acts nontrivially on the group ring M
of G over Fp � By Maschke�s Theorem� M is completely reducible� So� it has an

irreducible G module summand V on which g acts nontrivially� Now� let H be

V �sG� Fix generators �g�� � � � � gt� of G� Let hhh � �h�� � � � � ht� � Ht be one of the

jV jt tuples mapping to g�� � � � � gt� Since V is irreducible� either hhhhi � H � or hhhhi
is a complement to V in H � From SchurZassenhaus� all such complements are

conjugate� There are no more than jV j of them� In each such complement there
is a unique lift of the gi s� Since t � �� conclude there exists hhh with H � hhhhi�
The center of H injects into the center of G� yet� its image does not contain g

�see computation following Lemma ��
��

The xIII�C construction� however� requires uniformly covering characteristic

quotients n
p
�G of p

�G� This is to get a corresponding modular tower whose prop

erties help analyze those of the tower for �G� p�C�� Further� we�ve added new

primes to the group� Conclude� Dealing directly with modular towers may pre

vent us from using �FrV� tricks for replacing G by a cover having property ����a��

This justi�es our next de�nition�

Definition 	��� Center Hypothesis� Let G be a �nite group and p a prime

dividing jGj� Let n
p
�G be the the nth Frattini quotient of p

�G �xII�B�� Then� G
satis�es the Center Hypothesis if n

p
�G has no center for each integer n�

The following lemma gives many examples when the Center Hypothesis holds�

Let  � G� � G be a cover of groups� Consider the group of inner automorphisms

from elements g� � G� with �g�� in the center of G and g� commutes with ker���
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Denote the subgroup of inner automorphisms from ker�� by ker�� Finally� let

Aut�G�� ker��� be the automorphisms of G� �xed on ker�� and inducing the

identity on G�

Lemma 	��� If g� � G� is in the center of G�� then �g�� is in the center of G

and g� centralizes ker��� Now assume ker�� is abelian� If G has no center� the

maximal submodule of ker�� on which G acts trivially is the center of G�� In

particular� suppose n
p
�G has no center� Then� the center of n
�

p
�G is the largest

submodule of kern � kern
� on which n
p
�G acts trivially�

If G is perfect� the sequence 	 � 	 appears nowhere in the Loewy display

for kern � kern
�� Conclude	 A perfect group satis�es the Center Hypothesis�

Finally� H��G� ker��� � Aut�G�� ker���� ker��

Proof� The �rst paragraph of the lemma is elementary� The last sentence

is �N� p� ���� Th� ���� Identify the two groups by mapping  � Aut�G�� ker���

to the cocycle g � G �� ��g���g���� where g� lifts g�

Now consider the Loewy display statement on existence of 	 � 	� This

says there is a n
p
�G module with Loewy display 	 � 	� Such a module gives a

representation of n
p
�G in the � � � upper triangular matrices with ones on the

diagonal� The commutators of these matrices are trivial� By assumption G is

perfect� Therefore� so is n
p
�G �xII�A�� The image� however� of the commutators in

this representation is trivial� So� the whole representation is trivial� The module

is 	� 	 and not 	� 	� a contradiction�

Assume G is perfect� and n
p
�G has no center� To show the Center Hypothesis

holds� we need only show kern � kern
� contains no nontrivial module V on n
p
�G

acts trivially� Suppose P is a projective indecomposable summand of the minimal

projective that maps surjectively to the kernel of P� � 	� If 	 appears at the far

right of the Loewy display of P � then 	� 	 would appear in the Loewy display

of P�� As above� this can�t be� From �Be�� Prop� ������� the same module

appears at the far right of the Loewy display of a principle indecomposable as

at the far left of the Loewy display� Thus� 	 can�t appear at the far left of the

Loewy display of P either� Prop� ���� however� says %��	� � kern � kern
� is

some part on the left of the P Loewy display� Thus� 	 is not a submodule of

kern � kern
�� Apply the �rst paragraph of the lemma inductively to conclude

the Center Hypothesis holds for G� �

xApp�A comments on the Center Hypothesis when G is not perfect� There is

no simple converse to the opening sentence of Lemma ��
� For example� consider

a semidirect productM�sG withM a G module� Suppose g � G is in the center

of G and g acts trivially on M � Then� for any m � M � �m� g� acts trivially by

conjugation onM � �m� g��m�� ���m� g��� � �m�� ��� Still� �m� g� is in the center

of M �sG only if G acts trivially on M �

�m� g��m�� g���m� g��� � �m#m�  g��m�� g���
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xIII�C� A tower of Hurwitz spaces� Suppose G is a �nite group� and p is

a prime dividing jGj� Let r be a positive integer and C � �C�� � � � �Cr� conjugacy

classes in G whose elements have orders prime to p� Note� xIII�A �around ������

doesn�t require the orders of elements to be prime to p� That is speci�c to our

next construction� We produce the moduli spaces

H� np �G� np �C� � Hn� n � �� �� � � � �

The collection is the modular tower T �G� p�C� attached to �G� p�C��
To simplify� we construct Hn when n � �� Then� continue by induction� Let

the order of elements in Ci be o�Ci��  �
�
p
�G� G is the natural map�

Lemma 	�� Each Ci lifts uniquely to a conjugacy class �Ci of �
p
�G where

o��Ci� � o�Ci�� For each n � 	 this de�nes a Nielsen class Ni� np
�G� np

�C��

Proof� Choose any gi � Ci� Let Hi be ���hgii� in �
p
�G� This gives an

exact sequence ker� � ker� � Hi � hgii� By SchurZassenhaus� this sequence

splits� uniquely up to conjugation� All elements over gi� of the same order as gi�

are conjugate� Thus� de�ne a Nielsen class from �
p
�G and �

p
�C� Assume we have

constructed a Nielsen class from n
p
�G and n

p
�C� Continue by induction to de�ne a

Nielsen class Ni� n
�
p

�G� n
�
p

�C� by putting � np
�G� np

�C� in place of � �p
�G� �p

�C�� �

Let  � G� � G be a cover of groups� Suppose T � � G� � Sn� �resp�� T � G�
Sn� is a faithful permutation representation with corresponding stabilizer G

����

�resp�� G����� Assume there is a conjugate G��i� of G���� with this property�

�G��i�� � G���� We say T � extends T � In any cover the regular representation

of the covering group extends that of the image group� There are� however�

other situations of extending representations� For example� let p be a prime not

dividing G���� Apply SchurZassenhaus� as in the proof of Lemma ���� Thus�

the preimage of G��� in all extensions n
p
�G� G contains a copy of G���� unique

up to conjugacy� The representation Tn of
n
p
�G on the cosets of G��� extends the

corresponding representation in k
p
�G� k � n� It has degree mn � nj ker� � kern j�

This is the analog of the representation of Dpn on cosets of the subgroup

generated by an involution� An involution� however� generates its own normalizer

in Dpn � In the situation above� suppose � � n
p
�G normalizes G���� Then� the

image of � in n��
p

�G normalizesG��� there� Thus� assumeG��� is selfnormalizing

in n��
p

�G� Then� it is also in n
p
�G� unless restriction of G��� to kern � kern
�

contains the identity representation� 	G����

Self�normalizing Problem 	��� Assume p does not divide jG���j as above�
Also� assume G��� is self�normalizing in G 
condition ����b��� For what G is the

stabilizer in the representation Tn �
n
p
�G� Smn self�normalizing� for each integer

n� Equivalently� for what G is 	G��� absent from the far left of the Loewy display

of kern � kern
�� for each integer n�
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Example 	��� G � A	� and p � �� Irreducible A	 modules are in ���
��

Restrict A� to the standard representation modulo the identity� This gives the

standard degree � representation of A�� It does contain the identity� Now check

restriction of A� to the adjoint representation ���
c��

The following is automatic in A�� An element of order � �a �cycle� and an

element of order � �conjugate to �� ���� ��� generate all of A�� To compute the

e�ect of A� in the adjoint action �	Sc of ���
c��� �nd A � PSL��Z��� of order

� for use with
�
�
�
��
�

	
� Take A �

�
�
�
�
�

	
� Check that no nontrivial trace zero

matrix centralizes both� Suppose the image of A� in
n��
	

�A	 is selfnormalizing�

Then� it is selfnormalizing in n
	
�A	 exactly when neither 	 nor 	Sb appears at the

far left of the kern � kern
� Loewy decomposition� The adjoint representation is

the only simple submodule of ker� � ker� �with p � �� see Remark ���	�� Thus�

this holds for n � �� �

Definition 	���� Modular towers� Suppose � np �G� Tn� is a system of ex

tending permutation representations of the characteristic quotients of p
�G� For

this situation� replace T by Tn� G by n
p
�G� and C by n

p
�C in Def� ���b� Call

the corresponding normalizing group Nn�
n
p
�C� � Nn� The action of Hr on

Ni� np �G�
n
p
�C��Nn produces the space

H� np �G� np �C�ab � Hab

n � n � �� �� � � � �

Attach the collection of these to �G� p�C�� This is the absolute modular tower

T �G� p�C�ab� Similarly� there is the inner modular tower T �G� p�C�in�
There is a natural map

*n
��n � H� n
�
p

�G� n
�
p

�C�ab � H� np �G� np �C�ab

induced by reduction modulo kern � kern
�� An rtuple �


 � Ni� n
�
p

�G� n
�
p

�C�

modulo kern � kern
� maps to 


 � Ni� np
�G� np

�C�� Suppose �� � Nn
��
n
�
p

�C��

From the meaning of extension representations� �� induces an element ofNn�
n
p
�C��

Thus� the map on Nielsen classes induces a map on absolute Nielsen classes� Ac

tion of Hr commutes with this equivalence and reduction modulo kern � kern
��

So� action of Hr on Ni�
n
�
p

�G� n
�
p

�C�ab extends its action on Ni� np
�G� np

�C�ab� Cov

ering space theory thus gives the map *n
��n� There is a similar map for the

inner version of these spaces�

Again� back to modular curves� Take p odd� n
p
�G � Dpn and C � Cr� the

repetition r times of the conjugacy class of involutions� �Little Note� The Nielsen

class would be empty if r is odd� Tacitly here� r is even�� Let Tn be the standard

representation of Dpn of degree pn� When r � �� Hurwitz space H�Dpn �
n
p
�Cr�

ab

naturally maps to X��p
n� from xI�A� Similarly� H�Dpn �

n
p
�Cr�

in maps to X��p
n��

xApp�B explains pullback of H�Dpn �
n
p
�Cr�

in over the symmetry map +r �

�P��r � Pr� Denote this pullback by H�� In the case r � �� the �bers of
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the induced map H� to X��p
n� are homogeneous spaces for PSL��C � acting on

ordered �tuples of distinct points in P�� Similarly� the map from H�Dpn �
n
p
�C��

in

toX��p
n� has �dimensional BrauerSeveri varieties as �bers� Over C these �bers

look like P�� Arithmetically� however� there is more going on� For example� sup

pose a point in X��p
n� or X��p

n� has �eld of de�nition K� Then� the �ber of

the map from the Hurwitz space to the corresponding modular curve will be a

variety over K� Yet� it may not be the trivial homogeneous space over K�

xIII�D� An arithmetic invariant and an obstructed tower� We de�ne

the lifting invariant from xI�B� Then� we give an example of the following phe
nomenon� Even if Ni�G�C� is nonempty� Ni� �p

�G� �p
�C� may be empty� Example

���� has classical connotations� This illustrates the main result of the subsec

tion� Other than the action of the pcyclotomic character� the lifting invariant

is invariant under GQ� Following natural notation� we say �g � n
p
�C is a lift of

g � Ni�G�C� if each coordinate of �g maps to the corresponding coordinate of

g modulo ker�� Recall from xIII�A� g � C means the coordinates of g �in some

order� are in the respective conjugacy classes of C�

Definition 	���� Let O be an Hr orbit on Ni�G�C�� Choose g � O� For

each integer n � � de�ne �n�O� � ker� � kern to be

���
� f�g� � � � �gr j �g � n
p
�C� �g lifts gg�

Finally� ��O� � ��G� p�C��O� is the projective limit in ker� of these sets� The

absolute analog of this is to de�ne this set for an orbit of Hr on Ni�G�C�
ab�

Consider a Nielsen class Ni�G�C� and the corresponding level n Nielsen class

Ni� np �G�
n
p
�C�� Let O be an Hr orbit on Ni�G�C�� We say O is obstructed at

level n if it isn�t in the image of the natural map Ni� np
�G� np

�C�� Ni�G�C�� This

means H� np �G� np �C�� H�G�C� is empty over the component HO of H�G�C��
Lemma 	���� The set �n�O� � ker� � kern depends only on O 
not on g

in Def� ������ Also� �n�O� is a union of conjugacy classes of ker� � kern� The

modular tower over O is obstructed at level n if and only if � �� �n�O��

Proof� Take any other g� � O� Then� there exists Q � Hr with �g�Q � g��

Apply Q to each �g whose product of entries appears in the set ���
�� Notice�

If Qi is from ����d�� the product of entries for ��g�Qi equals the corresponding

product of entries for �g� Thus� Q � Hr preserves the set ���
�� Conclude the

invariant depends only on O�

To see �n�O� is a union of conjugacy classes in ker� � kern� consider k �
ker� � kern� If �g is a lift of g� then so is k�gk

��� The product of the entries of this

element is the k conjugate of the product of the entries of g� The last sentence

reverts to the de�nition of Nielsen classes� �

Example 	��	� Modular towers obstructed at level �� Take G � An �alter

nating group�� p � �� and C�� � � � �Cn�� � C� where C is the conjugacy class of
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�cycles� Assume n � �� �For n � �� �cycles aren�t rational conjugacy classes��

Use C�r to mean r repetitions of C� RiemannHurwitz gives r  �n �� for the

genus of a cover in Ni�An�C�r �� Thus� the minimal value� n�� for r corresponds
to genus 	 covers� The lifting invariant will show there are two orbits �at least�

when r#� � n and one orbit �exactly� when r#� � n� The lifting invariant� ���

on one orbit contains �� while on the other it does not� When r � n� the lifting
invariant contains � exactly when n is odd� Thus� for n even� Lemma ���� says

the modular towers are obstructed at level �� For r � n�� a component of the
modular tower is obstructed at level �� and another component is unobstructed

at all levels� The rest of the example has �ve parts� Starting with the genus 	

case� there is an induction on the pair �n� r��

Part A� Reversion to the universal central extension� Let O be an Hr orbit

on Ni�An�C�r �� Let !An be the universal central extension of An �see �������

Identify the kernel of !An � An with f��g� Since the universal central extension
is an exponent � Frattini cover� �� �An � An factors through it� Denote the image

of ���O� in !An by s�O�� Use !g for the image of �g � �
�
�An in !An�

Part B� The case r � n �� When n is odd� we easily compute some Nielsen

class representative lifting invariants� Consider�

����a� ��� � ��� �� � ����� �� � ��� �� � ����� � � � � ��n�n�� ��n�n�����
Indeed� whatever the lifts of g�� g�� � � � � gn�� in !An� lift the gi s with even sub

scripts to the inverse of the lifts of gi��� Thus� the lifts consist of elements paired

with their juxtaposed inverses� If g is ����a�� s�g� � � and �n�g� contains � for

all n� For n even use this test g�

����b�
��� � ��� �� � ����� � � � � ��n�n�����n�n�����

��n�n��� ��n�n����nn����
Now lift these elements to !g� Consider� also� the �n��tuple g� where the �rst
n� entries are the same as in ����b�� and the n� entry is

��n�n���nn�� � ��n�n�����
Part C shows s�g� � s�g��� Now continue by induction using the case where n

is odd above� Conclude� s�g� � � and �n�g� doesn�t contain � if n is even�

Part C� Lifting g�g�� Suppose g� and g� are �cycles of A	 which generate

distinct subgroups� Assume g�g� is also a �cycle� We show their lifts !g� and !g�
�of order �� to !A	 have product of order 
� Any �tuple ���� ��� ��� of �cycles in

A	 with h��i �� h��i and �� � �� � �� is conjugate to ��� � ��� �� � ��� �� � ��� in A	�

So� check by multiplying two appropriate elements in SL��Z���� For example�

	

�

�

�
�


	

�
�

�
�
�


�
�

�
�

�
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is of order 
�

Part D� Lifting invariant to !A	 for r � n�� Assume r � n�� We show

there are g�� � Ni�An�C�r � with s�g��� � ���
Start with n � � and r � �� Consider�

���)a�
g	�
 ���� � ��� �� � ��� �� � ��� �� � ��� �� � ��� and

g	�� ���� � ��� �� � ��� �� � ��� �� � ��� �� � ����

The former has lifting invariant #�� the latter has lifting invariant �� Similarly�
for n � 
 and r � 
 consider

���)b�
g��
 ���� � ��� �� � ��� �� � ��� �� � ��� �� � 
�� �� 
 ��� and

g��� ���� � ��� �� � ��� �� � ��� �� � ��� �� � 
�� �� 
 ����

Again� s�g����� � ���
For all cases with g � � proceed inductively on r� Suppose gn����� �

Ni�An���C�n��� has s�gn������ � ��� Juxtapose the pair ���n�n�� ��nn���
on the end of each of these to get similar elements gn���� With starting points

at n � � and 
� this concludes the case g � � �or� r � n��

Now consider each �xed n and general r � n�� Do induction on r� Take any
g in the case for r �� Replace the single entry gr�� by the �tuple �g��r��� g��r����
The new rtuple g� has these two entries on the end� Clearly� s�g�� � s�g��

Part E� For g � 	� s�g� � ���n�� for all g � Ni�An�C�n���� Part B above

gives examples of this case for each n having the appropriate lifting value� Lemma

���� implies the full result if Hn�� is transitive on each of the corresponding

Nielsen classes� This is the lead theorem of �Fr��� �

Remark 	��
� Other developments from Ex� ����� I responded to an email

question from Serre with the Part E formula� �This included a suggestion of the

proof of �Fr���� He used the braid action and proved it without the complete

transitivity result for genus 	 �Se��� He generalized the formula of Part E �when

g � 	� to all cases where G � An and the branch cycles are of odd order� Here

is the signi�cance of the example�

Let  � X � P� be a cover in the Nielsen class of this example �or for one of

those considered by Serre�� Then� the ��nd kind� di�erential d on X has divisor

of the shape �D� That�s not equivalence� that�s equality �although D isn�t a

positive divisor�� So� over each point of the Hurwitz space H of the Nielsen class

you have a speci�c half�canonical class �D�� Serre proved the classical invariant�

dimension of the linear system of D� modulo ��gives the lifting invariant �Se���

Another proof of this appears in �EKV�� I didn�t publish �Fr�� because I hadn�t

proven my suspicion there are exactly two connected components of H�An�C�r �

when r � n �the genus of the covers is at least ��� Newer ideas� following xIII�F
now improve this� �
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SupposeC has its entries from the distinct conjugacy classes C��� � � � �C
�
t� �Fr��

contains a generalization of Ex� ���� to any pair �G�C� appropriate for the gen

eral theory of modular towers� This tells exactly what are the connected com

ponents of H�G�C� and their �elds of de�nition under the following hypothesis�
����� Each C�i appears with suitably many repetitions in C� i � �� � � � � t�

Here we make no assumption about a prime p� This result in full generality

helps relax the assumption p is relatively prime to the orders of the conjugacy

classes� It requires notation to say completely� This uses an unpublished result

of Conway and Parker �see �FrV� Appendix� for a special case� with a �ne idea

and some gaps� We state only enough to compare with Ex� ����� Part IV will

say more on how this goes with the main result of xIII�F and its application to

modular towers�

Suppose G is perfect and !G is its universal central extension� Let ker be the

kernel of the natural map !G� G� Assume the conjugacy classes of G in C have

orders prime to jkerj� As in Lemma ���� each Ci lifts to a unique conjugacy class
!Ci of !G of elements of the same order� Condition �y� of xIII�B is equivalent to

mC below is trivial�

Schur Multiplier Lemma 	���� Let UC be 
the set of� commutators in !G

of form �!g�� !g�� with !gj � �ri��
!Ci� j � �� �� Form mC � ker�hker � UCi� If �����

holds� irreducible components of H�G�C� correspond naturally to elements of

ker�mC� Further� suppose C is a rational union of conjugacy classes� Then� the

component corresponding to the identity of ker�mC has �eld of de�nition Q�

Apply Lemma ���� to Ex� ����� A commutator of �cycles in An can be any

product of two �cycles� Thus� computing ker � UC reduces to asking this� Can

!g�!g� be the nontrivial element of ker if g� and g� are �cycles� No� because�

this implies g� � g��� � From uniqueness of their lifts� !g� � !g��� � For this case�

ker�mC � Z��� If for a given n� r is suitably large� then H�An�C�r � has exactly

two components� both de�ned over Q�

Now we prove theGQ invariance properties of the lifting invariants of Def� �����

Orbits of Hr on Ni�G�C� correspond to components of H�G�C�� So� replace an
orbit O by the corresponding component HO in the next theorem� For � � GQ�

H	
O is its conjugate by � � From the de�nition of the �ltration on p

�G� elements

of ker� � kern have order dividing p
n� Let

����	� n
p� � GQ � G�Q��pn ��Q� � �Z�pn��

be restriction� Use p� � GQ � �Zp�
� for the projective limit of these homomor

phisms� Any nontrivial � � ker� generates a cyclic subgroup isomorphic to Zp�

Thus� �t makes sense for t � �Zp�
�� Similar remarks apply for the full cyclotomic

character � � GQ � ��Z��� As in xApp�C �see the end of xIII�B�� saying H has

�eld of de�nition Q means this variety with its moduli space properties�
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Galois Invariance Theorem 	���� Assume G has trivial center� With C

a rational union of conjugacy classes in G� let p j jGj be prime to the orders of C�

Write H�G�C� as a disjoint union �ti��Hi with each Hi 
absolutely� irreducible�

Then 
as after Th� ����� GQ permutes the Hi s� For any � � GQ�

�����a� ��H	
i �

p��	� � ��Hi�� i � �� � � � � t�

Conclude	

�����b� For given i �� j� if ��Hi� �� ��Hj�
t for each t � �Zp�

�� then Hi is not

conjugate to Hj by GQ�

�����c� If ��Hi� �� ��Hi�
t for some t � �Zp�

�� then Hi is not de�ned over Q�

In particular� if ��Hi�
t � ��Hi� for all t � �Zp�

� and ��Hi� �� ��Hj� for j �� i�

then Q is a �eld of de�nition for Hi�

Proof� Let O be an orbit of Hr on Ni�G�C�� Choose a representative �geo

metrically Galois� cover � � �X � P� with branch cycle description g in this orbit�

Further� make a choice with branch points in !Q � Now� ��� �X� has �eld of de�

nition !Q �see� for example �Fr�� Lemma ������ We show �n�H	
O�

n
p��	� � �n�HO�

for each positive integer n� From this the theorem follows�

Use notation from Def� ����� for each lift �g � n
p
�C of g� form

������ �g� � ��g�m��g���� with m��g� � �g� � � � �gr�
The product of the �g� entries is �� Thus� �g� are branch cycles for a cover n �X � P�

that factors through �X � P�� Extend � to the diagram n
�X � �X � P��

The moduli space component H	
O therefore includes a point corresponding to

�X	 � P�� Further� this cover supports the extension n
�X	 � P��

Let xxx � �x�� � � � � xr� be branch points corresponding to the branch cycle

description g for �X � P�� Similarly� let �xxx� xr
�� be branch points for n
�X �

P�� �Leave xr
� out if m��g� � ��� Let �g�	 be a branch cycle description for

n
�X	 � P�� Reducing entries of �g�	 module ker� gives a branch cycle description

g	 of �X	 � P�� The remainder is in two parts� applying the Branch Cycle

Argument �implicit in Theorem ����� and conclusions from this�

Part A� Branch Cycle Argument �Fr��Fr�a� x��� Indicate the entry in �g�	
corresponding to ��xi� by �g

�
	�i� Then�

������ ��g�	�i�
��	� is conjugate to �g�i�

One aside� before we continue to draw deductions� The argument of �Fr�� before

Th� ���� has explicit identi�cations for choosing representative branch cycles of

n
�X	 � P�� Suppose L is a �eld of de�nition for n

�X	 � P�� Statement ������

derives from embedding the Galois closure of L�n �X��L�x� into Puiseux expan

sions about �xxi�� Compare this with a similar embedding of L
	 �n �X

	��L	 �x�

into Puiseux expansions about �x  ��xi��� From xI�F� restrict the e�ect of 
xi
�mapping �xxi�

��e to �e�xxi�
��e� to the image �eld� Regard this image �eld
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as having generators the conjugates yyy � �y�� � � � � yn�� of a primitive generator y�
for L�n �X��L�x�� �That is� L�x� y�� � L�n �X��� This gives a representative for

the conjugacy class of �g�i� Then� extend the action of � on L ��xed on x� to all

of L�n �X�� Do similarly for a conjugacy class representative of the entry of �g
�
	

corresponding to ��xi�� Restrict 
	�xi� to ��yyy� � ���y��� � � � � ��y
�
n���

Compare resulting permutations by identifying permutations of yyy with per

mutations of ��yyy� in the obvious way� Finally� compare the e�ect of 
xi with

���
	�xi�� on �x xi�
��e� The former gives �����e��x xi�

��e� The latter gives

�e�x xi�
��e� Thus� the former to the power ���� gives the latter�

Part B� Conclusions from the Branch Cycle Argument� The �rst r entries of

�g�	 lie over corresponding entries for g	 � These are conjugacy classes permuting

those appearing in n
p
�C� The last is in the conjugacy class of m��g��

n
p��	�� Thus�

the inverse of this last coordinate is in �n�HO�� Apply this to every element of

�n�H	
� � to see it equals �n�HO�

�n
p��	�� This concludes the proof of �����a��

�����b� restates �����a�� Now assume ��Hi� �� ��Hi�
t for some t � �Zp�

��

Then� there exists n with �n�Hi� �� �n�Hi�
t� � t� � �Z�pn�� the image of t�

Choose � � GQ with n
p���� � s� where s�t� � � mod pn� We showed above

�n�H	
i � � �n�Hi�

t� � By assumption� the right side doesn�t equal �n�Hi�� Thus�

H	
i �� Hi� The hypotheses for the �nal statement say conjugates of Hi have the

same � invariant� and no Hj has the same invariant unless j � i� Thus� GQ �xes

Hi� Q is its �eld of de�nition� �

xIII�E� Primes dividing jGj that exceptionally ramify� Fix a �nite

group G and a prime p dividing jGj� It may happen Ni�G�C� is empty for

all values of r even if C contains every conjugacy class prime to p� We say p

exceptionally rami�es� For example� � exceptionally rami�es when G � Dpn

for p an odd prime� �Reader� Note� we changed the meaning of p in that one

sentence�� An element in a group G has p� order if its order is prime to p�

Similarly� we say C is a p� conjugacy class if its elements have p� order�

Lemma 	��� If p exceptionally rami�es in G� some proper normal subgroup

N of G contains all p� conjugacy classes� In particular� jG�N j is a p power�

Let N be a proper normal subgroup of G with G�N a p group� Then� N

contains all conjugacy classes of elements of order rt with r �� p a prime� Further�

suppose Pp is a p�Sylow of G and jG�N j � jPpj� Then� G � N �sPp and p

exceptionally rami�es 
for G�� Finally� if G is nilpotent� then all primes dividing

G exceptionally ramify�

Proof� Assume p exceptionally rami�es� We prove all elements of p� order

are in a proper normal subgroup� List the complete collection fh�� � � � � htg of
elements of p� order� This set is closed under conjugation� So� it generates a

normal subgroup N � The �ttuple fh�� h��� � � � � � ht� h
��
t g is in a p� Nielsen class�

Thus� p rami�es exceptionally implies N is a proper subgroup of G� Suppose
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jG�N j is not a power of p� Then� it contains !g� nontrivial and of p� order� The
Chinese Remainder Theorem produces g � G of p� order mapping to !g� Since g

is not in N � this is contrary to the assumption N contains all elements of order

prime to p� In particular� G�N is a pgroup�

Now� assume N is a proper normal subgroup of G and G�N is a p group�

Suppose g � G is a prime power rt� r �� p� From the Sylow Theorems� the

conjugacy class of g meets every rSylow� As G�N is a p group� N contains a

pSylow of G� and so the conjugacy class of rt meets N � As N is normal� this

conjugacy class is in N �

Now add that G�N has the order of a pSylow� From SchurZassenhaus�

G � N �sG�N � Since G�N is a pgroup� it is a pSylow of G� Consider any

element �h�� h�� in the semidirect product� It is in N if and only if h� is trivial�

On the other hand� if h� is nontrivial� it has order a power of p� Therefore� p

divides the order of �h�� h��� The last statement follows from this case� �

Lemma ���� says modular towers don�t apply well to nilpotent groups� More

seriously� they don�t work for primes that exceptionally ramify� Part IV of the

continuation discusses prami�ed modular towers� xApp�D motivates this with

the universal ArtinSchreier cover of a �nite group with given involution classes�

A related problem appears in xIII�F� Suppose C is a collection of conjugacy

classes of G� Assume every conjugacy class appears among the entries of C� The

following is well known �J��

������ If gi � Ci� i � �� � � � � r� then hg�� � � � � gri � G�

Definition 	���� Let C be a collection of conjugacy classes of the �nite

group G� We say C is g
eneration�complete if statement ������ holds� �Se��

x���� has a related concept strictly rigid� Assume p is a prime dividing jGj� We
say G is pgcomplete if ������ holds when C is the set of p� conjugacy classes�

The remainder of this subsection comments on pgcompleteness of a group�

Of course� if p rami�es exceptionally� then G is not pgcomplete� Consider A	�

It is �gcomplete� A subgroup of A	 containing a �cycle and a �cycle is A	�

On the other hand� it is neither �gcomplete nor �gcomplete� The group D	 �

h�� ���� ��� �� ���� ��i is a ��complement intersecting nontrivially with every ��

conjugacy class� Similarly� A� is a �
�complement intersecting nontrivially with

every �� conjugacy class�

G� Malle suggested the following example� Let G � PSL��q�� q a prime power�

This is a group of order �q�  q��q #����� Assume p � �q #���� is a prime� All

p� conjugacy classes have representatives in the Borel subgroupn�a
	

b

a��

	
j a � F�q � b � Fq

o
�

This too is a p�complement�
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xIII�F� Q components at all levels of a modular tower� We have typical

hypotheses for considering �absolutely irreducible� Q components of a Hurwitz

space� These are the center ����a� and rationality ����b� conditions� Throughout

this subsection we assume G and C satisfy these�

Definition 	���� HM�Nielsen classes� Let r � �s� We say the Nielsen

class Ni�G�C� is H�arbater�M�umford� if there exists g � C of this form�

�g�� g
��
� � � � � � gs� g

��
s �� Then� g is an HM representative of the Nielsen class�

Mumford considered curves C � Spec�Zp� with nonsingular generic �ber� and

totally degenerate special �ber� An analog arises in the proof of Theorem �����

Harbater�s early deformation approach used this branch cycle condition �Ha��

It is easy �and similar to the proofs of the next lemmas� to show there is a

Q � Hr that takes an HM representative as in Def� ���� to

������ �g�� � � � � gs� g
��
s � � � � � g��� � � �g�� � � � � gs�

def
� �g��

Lemma 	���� Suppose g is from ������ and � � Ss� Then� there exists

Q � Hr for which

�g�� � � � � gs�Q � �g����� � � � � g�s����

Proof� Transpositions generate Ss� It su�ces to show this when � � �� ��

using elements Q � Hr that only a�ect the �rst four coordinates� In the notation

of ����d� take Q��� � Q��� Q�� Then�

����
�
�g�� g�� g

��
� � g��� �Q��� � �g�� g

��
� g�g�� g

��
� � g��� �Q�

� �g�� g
��
� g�g�� g

��
� g��� g�� g

��
� ��

Lemma ��� givesQ� � Hr conjugating ����
� by g� ��xing the coordinates beyond

the �rst four�� Conclude by taking Q � Q���Q
�� �

The next result uses a hypothesis� You can remove any pair of inverse con

jugacy classes Ci and Cj from C� with i �� j� and what remains should be

gcomplete �Def� ���)�� We call such a C� HM�gcomplete because it goes with

the HM Nielsen hypothesis� Examples include C containing every conjugacy

class at least � times� Also� if G is pgcomplete� then C is HMgcomplete when

every p�conjugacy class appears at least � times�

Theorem 	���� Assume the following conditions on C�

�����a� C is HM�gcomplete�

�����b� Ni�G�C� is an HM�Nielsen class�

Then� all HM representatives of Ni�G�C� are in one Hr orbit O� Further� if

����a� and ����b� hold� HO is an absolutely irreducible component of H�G�C�
with �eld of de�nition Q�
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Proof� Apply Lemma ���	 to an HM representative �g�� � � � � gs�� Suppose g
�
s

is conjugate to gs in G� �gs�
�� � g�s� It su�ces to �nd Q � Hr with

�g�� � � � � gs�Q � �g�� � � � � gs��� g
�
s��

From �����a�� among g�� � � � � gs�� are generators of G� Apply Lemma ���	 again

to assume these are gt� � � � � gs�� for some t�

Apply Lemma ��� to �nd Q with

����)� �g�� � � � � gs�Q � �g�� � � � � gt��� �gt�
��� � � � � �gs�

����

Lemma ���	 gives Q � Hr that sends ����)� to

������ �g�� � � � � gt��� �gs�
��� �gt�

��� � � � � �gs���
����

Apply Lemma ��� to conjugate the entries from �gt�
�� to �gs���

�� by ���� A

�nal application of Lemma ���	 produces �g�� � � � � gs��� g
�
s�� This concludes the

proof that all HM representatives of Ni�G�C� are in one Hr orbit O� Now�

Lemma ���� �below� shows HO has Q as �eld of de�nition� �

Recall the discriminant locus Dr in Pr� The fat diagonal 'r � �P��r lies

above it in the natural map �P��r � Pr� A partition of f�� � � � � rg is a collection
of disjoint sets I � fI�� � � � � Iug with these properties� The union of the Ij s is
f�� � � � � rg� and each Ij consists of consecutive integers� Given I� de�ne 'I to be

the subset of 'r with equations xi � xj � if i� j � Ik for some k� Similarly� let DI

be the image of 'I � Inequalities xi �� xj � if i and j aren�t in a common subset

of I� de�ne a Zariski open subset D�
I of DI � We use the following sequence of

partitions�

����	�
I� � f�� � � � � rg� I� � ff�� �g� �� � � � � rg� � � � �

Is � ff�� �g� f�� �g� � � � � fr�� rgg�
Each partition I also de�nes a coalescing operator CI on Ni�G�C�� Given

g � Ni�G�C�� CI�g� is the utuple

�
�Y

i�I�

gi� � � � �
�Y

i�Iu

gi��

The notation
Q�

means take the product of the gi s in the correct order� Note�

The result of coalescing is a utuple that may not generate a transitive subgroup

of G � Sn� That is� it gives branch cycle descriptions of covers of P
� that may

not be connected�

For the partition of ����	� we de�ne a specialization sequence� This consists

of a sequence of $etale covers

�� � V� � Pr nDr and �Ij � VIj � D�
Ij � j � �� � � � � s ��
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with the following property� Let !�Ij � !VIj � DIj be the unique normalization

of the completion of �Ij to a cover of DIj � Form this as follows� Let !VIj be the

normalization of DIj in the function �eld of VIj �M� p� ��
��� Then�

�����a� �Ij�� � VIj�� � D�
Ij��

factors through the restriction !�Ij � !VIj � DIj

over D�
Ij��

� j � �� � � � � s ��

�����b� An analog to �����a� for relating �� to �I� �

We say this is a specialization sequence starting at V��

Hypotheses ����a� and ����b� produce a total family , � T � H�G�C� � P�

over Q with the following property� For ppp � H� the �ber Tppp � ,���ppp�P�� covers
P� by projection on the second factor� This cover should be in the equivalence

class of covers ppp represents� In particular� each such cover has a �xed degree

n� Suppose you have a specialization sequence� Lemma ���� requires extra

hypotheses to de�ne the pullback over a specialization sequence�

First� consider pullback over V�� As before� Ur is P
r n Dr� Form the �ber

product V� �Ur H � HV� � Then� form the �ber product �with obvious maps��

������ TV� � T �H	P� �HV� � P���

Thus� TV� is a family of degree n covers by projection ontoHV��P�� All covers in
the family are in the Nielsen class Ni�G�C�� As above� complete and normalize

HV� to produce !HV� � Pr� Also� complete and normalize TV� over !HV� � P� to

get a cover !TV� � !HV� � P�� Finally� let H� �resp�� T�� be the normalization
of the restriction of !HV� �resp�� !TV�� over D�

I�
�resp�� D�

I�
� P��� Here is the

hypothesis we need�

�����a� T� � H� � P� is a family of degree n covers�

Continue inductively for the analog of property �����a��

�����b� Tj � Hj � P� is a family of degree n covers� the specialization of the

family for j� using VIj�� � j � �� � � � � s��
Some covers in the family may not be irreducible� For example� Lemma

���� produces examples were certain covers will be n copies of P�� Zariski�s

connectedness theorem say all �bers of a connected family are connected� So� for

this example you would think we mean n copies pasted together over s points�

That last normalization� however� before declaring the de�nition of H� could

disconnect components�

We can restrict a specialization sequence to HO for any orbit O of Hr on

Ni�G�C�� The proof of Lemma ���� needs a technical point� We can restrict

construction ������ over A r � the subset of Pr in the image of A r � �P��r where

xi ���� i � �� � � � � r�

Lemma 	���� Assume the hypotheses of Theorem ����� Let O be any orbit

of Hr acting on Ni�G�C�� Consider the image CIs�O� of O under the last of the

coalescing operators from sequence ����	�� Then� CIs�O� contains ��� �� � � � � �� if
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and only if O contains HM representatives� Further� suppose we have a special�

ization sequence 
over A r � having property ������� Restrict the sequence to HO�

The family induced over VIs�O consists of covers with branch cycles in CIs�O��
Finally� there is a specialization sequence satisfying ������� In particular� HO

has Q as �eld of de�nition�

Proof� The statement on CIs�O� follows from the de�nitions once we know

there is only one orbit containing HM representatives �Theorem ������ Existence

and properties of a specialization sequence over A r is implicit in �Fr�� x��� In
fact� this proves its existence without the center hypothesis� �This is necessary�

because after coalescing� we lose that hypothesis�� The di�erence between A r

and �P��r is that there is a �continuous� section of base points for P� minus its

branch points over V r � A r n'r� This means� for each yyy � V r� representing r

ordered branch points� there is a continuous assignment of x��yyy� � P� n yyy�
The last statement is like the end of the proof of Galois Invariance Theorem

���
� Any � � GQ acts on the whole induced family over a specialization se

quence� Suppose HO and HO� are conjugate� Then� � takes sequence ������

applied to HO to the sequence applied to HO� � In particular� CIs�O�� contains
��� � � � � ��� This contradicts the �rst statement in Theorem ����� �

Corollary 	��	� Let p be a prime dividing jGj� Assume C are p� conjugacy

classes G satisfying ������ of Theorem ����� Assume� also� the Center Hypothesis


Def� ���� for �G� p�� Then� each levelH� np �G� np �C� of the modular tower for �G�C�

has a 
nonempty� absolutely irreducible component over Q�

Proof� We show �����a� and �����b� hold for Ni� np
�G� np

�C�� First �����a�� Let

C� be C after removing two conjugacy classes that must pass the HMgcomplete

test� Let g � C�� By assumption� hgi generates G� Now let �g � n
p
�C
�
lie over

g� As n
p
�G � G is a Frattini cover� h�gi generates n

p
�G� This concludes the proof

�����a� holds�

That leaves showing Ni� np
�G� np

�C� is nonempty and contains an HM represen

tative� As in Ex� ����� the lift of an HM representative to n
p
�G is automatically

an HM representative of Ni� np �G�
n
p
�C�� �

APPENDIX� DISTINGUISHED PROBLEMS

We use the notation of Nielsen classes Ni�G�C� freely from xIII�A�
xApp�A� Modular representation problems� Recall the Center Hypoth

esis ��� on the characteristic quotients n
p
�G of the universal pFrattini cover p

�G

of G� It applies to Th� ��� to produce rationality results as in Cor� ����� Unless

C is a rational union of conjugacy classes� the Hurwitz space H� np �G� np �C� has
no component with �eld of de�nition Q �see end of xIII�A�� This comes from
the most mundane use of the Branch Cycle Argument applying the action of
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the cyclotomic character �Part A of the proof of Theorem ���
�� Thus� for �nd

ing Q components� the hypothesis C is a rational union of conjugacy classes is

both necessary and convenient� The converse� however� that the moduli space

H� np �G� np �C� has Q as �eld of de�nition� requires n
p
�G to have no center� �See

Moduli Space Condition �C�)��� While a �ner analysis of relaxing this hypothe

sis is welcome� we should know when it holds� Lemma ��
 says it holds when G

is perfect� including when G is a nonabelian simple group�

Problem A��� For what groups 
and primes p dividing their orders� does

the Center Hypothesis hold�

Lemma A��� If 	n
p
�G appears at the left of a Loewy display for kern � kern
��

then 	 k
p
�G appears at the left of a Loewy display for kerk � kerk
� for k � n�

Proof� Let P��k be the projective indecomposable for the trivial represen

tation of k
p
�G� Also� Pk is the minimal projective module for k

p
�G that maps

surjectively to the kernel of P��k � 	� By hypothesis� 	 appears at the far left of

the Loewy display of Pn� From the argument of Lemma ��
� it appears at the far

right of the Loewy display of Pn� Lemma ��
 gives a surjective map P��k � P��n
of k

p
�G modules for k � n� Thus� the far right of the Loewy display for the kernel

of P��k � 	 contains the far right of the Loewy display for P��n� Conclude� 	

appears in the far right of the Loewy display of Pk� So� it appears in the far left

of this Loewy display� Conclude this lemma from Lemma ���� �

Lemma A�� says a nontrivial center to n
p
�G will persist to a nontrivial center

of k
p
�G� k � n� Still� there may be a way around this� Assume n is the �rst

value of k for which k
p
�G has a nontrivial center� Let Vn be the largest submodule

of kern�� � kern on which n
p
�G acts trivially� Then� n

p
�G � G factors through a

natural Frattini cover H � n
p
�G�Vn � G� If 	� 	 does not appear at the left of

the Loewy display of kern�� � kern� then H has no center� A further hypothesis

would allow replacing n
p
�G with H in the modular tower construction�

Problem A�	� In the notation above� for what groups is dimFp�Vn� bounded

as a function of n� When this holds� when can we assure n
p
�G�Vn has no center�

Selfnormalizing stabilizer subgroups arise in interpreting the moduli spaces

Hab �Addendum to Thm� ����� xIII�C has a natural case for considering extending

permutation representations on the characteristic quotients of n
p
�G� This has

G � Sk and the stabilizer G��� in the representation has order prime to p�

Then� all characteristic quotients have one conjugacy class of copies of G����

This is the analog of Problem A�� for that question�

Problem A�
� Consider �G� T� p� with G a nonabelian simple group� T a

primitive permutation representation of G� and p a prime not dividing jG���j�
For which �G� T� p� does the conclusion of Self�Normalizing Problem ��� hold�
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Remark ���	 notes that G � A	 and p � � is the other extreme of Prop� ����

Here the module ker� � ker� is equal to the module induced from the universal

�Frattini module for A�� Example ��� checks the case n � � in this example�

We haven�t yet checked if there is a positive conclusion to Problem A�� for all n

in this example�

Even if p does divide jG���j� there may be groups p
n
�G��� extending G��� in

each of the characteristic quotients n
p
�G� We must� however� assure the extensions

of G��� give a faithful coset representation for each n
p
�G� This doesn�t always

happen� Again take G � A	 and p � �� From Prop� ���� the only subgroup of
n
p
�G mapping surjectively to G��� � A� is the full pullback of A� in

n
p
�G� This

can�t give a faithful representation of n
p
�G� Is this outcome characteristic of being

on the extreme end of the Prop� ��� conclusion�

xIII�E discusses groups G for which jGj has prime divisors p that ramify ex
ceptionally� Lemma ���� says all p� conjugacy classes lie in a proper normal

subgroup N of G� Is there a natural converse�

Problem A��� Suppose N is a proper normal subgroup of G and N contains

all conjugacy classes of elements of order rt with r �� p a prime� When does this

imply N contains a normal p� complement�

Kantor used the classi�cation of �nite simple groups to show the following �in

the notation of Def� ���)� �FKS��

�A��� ������ holds if C contains each primepower order conjugacy class of G�

Corollary ���� applies to a group that is pgcomplete� Lemma ���� suggests

�A��� could help classify groups with no p� compliment that aren�t pgcomplete�

xApp�B� Curves tesselating a general Hurwitz space� As in xIII�F� let
Dr be the discriminant in Pr� The fat diagonal 'r � �P��r lies above it in the

symmetry map +r � �P
��r � Pr� �Fr�� and �DFr�� refer to the fundamental

group of �P��r n 'r as the straight Hurwitz monodromy group SHr� It is the

kernel of the natural map Hr � Sr with the e�ect Qi �� �i i#��� i � �� � � � � r�
�xIII�A�� Given a Hurwitz space cover H � Pr nDr� form the �ber product

H� � H�Pr �P��r n'r�

Suppose H comes from Hr acting on some absolute Nielsen classes Ni�C�
ab �see

����d��� Components of H� correspond to orbits of SHr on the same absolute

Nielsen classes�

Consider Def� ���a for Nielsen classes� An � � Sr acts on C by permuting the

entries of C� Form the group of symmetries of C� IC � f� � Sr j �C�� � Cg�
Note� SHr preserves the order of the conjugacy classes in a Nielsen class Ni�C��

Thus� the pullback of each component of H to H� breaks into at least �Sr � IC�

components� Each ordering �C�� of C produces a union H�
� of components on
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H� lying above the given component of H� To assess the components of H�
�

consider the action of SHr on

SNi��C��� � fg � Gr j hgi � G� g� � � � gr � �� gi � C�i�� � i � �� � � � � rg�
Let NSn�C�

� be the subgroup of NSn�C� that stabilizes SNi�G� �C���� Orbits�

modulo the action of NSn�C�
� corresponds exactly to �absolutely irreducible�

components of H�
� � Similar statements hold for representations of Hr on Ni�C�

corresponding to components of Hin�

Rational Conjugacy Class Observation B��� The proof of Lemma ���	

gives a stronger result� HM representatives in SNi�C� fall in one SHr orbit�

Thus� there is a version of Theorem ���� referring to SNi� One point� however�

complicates this result and the corresponding corollaries� Assume C is a rational

union of conjugacy classes with a particular conjugacy class� say� C�� not rational�

Suppose H� is an absolutely irreducible Q component of H� Then� no absolutely
irreducible component of H� lying over H� will have �eld of de�nition Q� So�

if our search is for Q components of H�� all conjugacy classes must be rational�

This condition holds in many important examples �modular curves and Ex� ����

included�� Still� this illustrates that adding an ordering to the branch points�

de�es the generality of our results� �

Suppose H� � �P��r n 'r has �eld of de�nition F � Let �P��r�� be the last

r  � copies of P� in the �P��r� Choose any �x��� � � � � x
�
r� � xxx� � �P��r�� n'r���

Regard the �ber of H� over xxx� as a curve H�
xxx� over P

�
x� � xxx� 	� P�� The copy of

P� is the �rst coordinate of �P��r� Here� H�
xxx� is missing points over the values of

x� equal to �x
�
�� � � � � x

�
r�� Complete this curve according to Riemann�s Existence

Theorem to get a rami�ed cover !H�
xxx� � P�x��xxx�� If xxx� has coordinates in F � this

cover has �eld of de�nition F � Express a description of the branch cycles of this

curve using the classical generators Q�� � � � � Qr�� �for example� �Fr
�� as

�B���
a� � � Q��� � a� � �Q�Q

��
� Q��� � � � � �

a� r�� � Q� � � � Qr��Q
��
r��Q

��
r�� � � � Q

��
� �

Notice the product � condition ��i� of xI�F� translates to condition ����c� for

Q�� � � � � Qr��� The a� j s� however� may not generate a transitive group in their

action on a given SHr orbit� For example� we haven�t checked the following�

Problem B��� Do all HM representatives of SNi fall in one orbit under the

action of the a� j s� j � �� � � � � r� 
Th� �����

One approach to formulating generalizations of Theorem ��� is to �x a point

xxx� � �P��r�� n'r��� Assume a situation with a positive conclusion for Problem

B�� and all conjugacy classes in C are rational� For each n� let Hn be the

level n Hurwitz space of the modular tower� Then� Corollary ���� produces

an absolutely irreducible Q component H�
n of the pullback H�

n of Hn� Choose
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these compatibly so the natural map H�
n � H�

n�� maps H�
n to H�

n��� Finally�

restrict these maps to the �bers over any Q point xxx� � �P��r�� n'r�� to get a

sequence of curves H�
n�xxx� similar to the modular curve tower of xI�A� The �rst

statement in Theorem ���� using Hilbert�s irreducibility theorem� works as well

in application to the sequence of covers H�
n�xxx� � P�xr � n � 	� �� � � � � A precise

analog for � np �G�
dn
p
�G�realization� however� requires knowing something of the

corresponding inner version of this sequence of covers to give control ofdnp �G� The
second statement of Theorem ��� would follow if we knew the genus of H�

n�xxx�

goes to � with n�

Problem B�	� Is there a result analogous to the last statement of Theorem

��� for the sequence of curves H�
n�xxx� � n � �� �� � � � � In fact� when does the genus

of H�
n�xxx� go to � with n�

Recall� A variety W is unirational �over a �eld F � if there is an integer n and

a birational map Pn � W �over F � onto a Zariski open subset of W � Consider

the case of many repetitions of any given conjugacy classes �as in the discussion

around condition ������� Then� we�ve greatly weakened the possible conclusions

for the original problem by pulling back to �P��r� For example� if r � �� H�
n�xxx�

supports the �rst cohomology of H�� �This is because the �rst cohomology group

of a compacti�cation of H� is a birational invariant� and this space is birational

to H�
n�xxx� � �P����� Thus� as �Fr
� examples show� even if r is small �like ��� H�

�

may be far from unirational while its image in H is� As in Observation B��� an

ordering of the branch points destroys important questions in the area� Part IV

of the sequel will re�ne these questions to deal directly with H�
xApp�C� Complex conjugation on Hurwitz space orbits� Our diophan

tine starting point is real points and points over �nite �elds on a modular tower�

We de�ne our terms with real points� Comments C�� below model� for com

plex conjugation� applying the DrinfeldIhara relations for the Grothendieck

Teichm�uller group� The goal is to determine �elds of de�nition of components of

a modular tower� xApp�D outlines an approach to �nding projective sequences

of real points on a modular tower� Finally� xApp�E discusses analogous ideas

over �nite �elds�

Let fHn � H� np �G� np �C�� n � 	� �� � � �g be a modular tower attached to the

characteristic quotients of p
�G� Certain circumstances require treating the action

ofHr on inner classes di�erently than on absolute classes �xIII�A�� For the former�
use the notation Hin

n and for the latter Hab
n � In some contexts we drop this

notation� implying one or the other of these hold� Consider �nding components

of Hn and points on Hn de�ned over R� Thus� we may relax our standard

assumption that C is a rational union of conjugacy classes� If C�� � C �a � �
in Def� ���� then �FrV� Prop� �� shows �under the assumption G has no center�
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H� � H�G�C� has �eld of de�nition R� The argument that shows n �C�� � n
�C for

all n appears in Ex� ����� Putting these conclusions together gives the following

criterion for all levels of a modular tower to have �eld of de�nition R�

Lemma C��� Assume C is a collection of p� conjugacy classes of G� and

C�� � C� Also� suppose the center hypothesis holds for �G� p� as in Def� ����

Then� all levels Hn of the modular tower have �eld of de�nition R�

�DFr�� Th� ���� explicitly describes real points on a Hurwitz space H�G�C�ab
or H�G�C�in� This� however� uses the assumptions of no center� �DFr� Com

ment � of x���� gives exact criteria without the center hypothesis� for a cover to
have �eld of de�nition or �eld of moduli in R� Points on Hab don�t have the

interpretation of the Addendum to Theorem ��� when G has a center�

Problem C��� Generalize �DFr�� Th� ���� even if G has a center� In partic�

ular� add data to a Hurwitz space so that a real point on this space will produce

a representative with a model over R�

We come to the main discussion of this subsection� Let W be any absolutely

irreducible variety over a �eld F of characteristic 	� The arithmetic fundamental

group ��ar� �W � is the pro�nite limit of the Galois groups of $etale Galois covers

V �W � Let M be the maximal extension of F �W � $etale over W in the algebra

closure F �W �� Then� G�M�F �W �� is isomorphic to ��ar� �W �� Similarly� ��ge� is

isomorphic to G�M� !F �W ��� Now suppose F has characteristic 	�

Take ����W � to be the pro�nite completion of ���W � over all subgroups of

�nite index in ���W �� From the GrauertRemmert generalization of Riemann�s

Existence Theorem �GR�� The natural homomorphism ���W � � ��ge� is surjec

tive� A pro�nite group is residually �nite if the intersection of all subgroups of

�nite index is f�g� If� however� ���W � isn�t residually �nite� then the map is

not injective� Serre �Se�� p� 
	� asks if G� Higman�s example of a discrete group

with no subgroups of �nite index is the fundamental group of an algebraic vari

ety� He mentions ���W � is residually �nite if it embeds in a linear group� See

�I�� for this result when W � Pr nDr� Use the notation of ����� for the images in

��ge� �P
r nDr� of the generators Qi� i � �� � � � � r�� �T� produces a projective non

singular variety whose fundamental group isn�t residually �nite� This example

has many homomorphisms to �nite groups� unlike Higman�s example�

Real components�points problem�

�C��a� Give a procedure to identify the existence of a projective system of 
ab�

solutely irreducible� components H�
n of Hn with �eld of de�nition R�

�C��b� Give a procedure to identify the existence of a projective system of points

fpppn � Hngn�������� in R�

This section translates �C��a� to a question on the universal Frattini cover of

G� xApp�D does the same for �C��b�� by introducing the universal Artin�Schreier
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cover of a group with chosen involution conjugacy classes� The meaning of �C��a�

should be clear� By projective system of points in �C��b� we mean the analog

of the situation of xI�A� the natural map �following Def� ���	� takes pppn � Hn

to pppn��� n � �� �� � � � � Start with an action of complex conjugation on paths

representing homotopy classes in Pr nDr from a basepoint xxx�� Then� this choice

produces paths on P�nxxx� to decide what complex conjugation does to the covers
representing points of Hn� For there to be a projective system of real points over

a speci�c xxx�� we must have xxx� � Pr nDr�R�� This implies xxx� is the image from

�P��r n'r of an ordered rtuple xxx
� closed under complex conjugation� Thus� we

may assume

�C��� xxx� � �x��� � � � � x
�
r� with x�� 	 x�� 	 � � � 	 x�s in P��R� and x�s
j � x

�
s
r�j
�

complex conjugate pairs� j � �� � � � � �r  s����

The relation x�� 	 x�� 	 � � � 	 x�s means these fall on the real circle in the given

order on the Riemann sphere �r � ��� For the sequel include the relation x�s 	 x���

meaning that going counterclockwise around R � f�g� x�� follows x�s�
The case s � r is most signi�cant� other cases revert to this following com

putations of �DFr��� Therefore� restrict to this case�

�C��� xxx� is a set of real points ordered on P��R� according to their subscripts�

Let Bi be a clockwise circle on P� with a marked diameter on the real axis

having x�i and x
�
i
� as endpoints� �One of these has x

�
r and x

�
� at the endpoints

of the directed diameter�� Parametrize the top of Bi with t �� B

i �t� on �	� ���

so B

i �	� � x�i and B



i ��� � x�i
�� Similarly� parametrize the bottom of Bi with

t �� B�i �t� on �	� �� so B
�
i �	� � x�i
� and B

�
i ��� � x�i� Consider the path

�C��a� t �� �x��� � � � � x
�
i��� B



i �t�� B

�
i �t�� x

�
i
�� � � � � x

�
r�� t � �	� ���

The image of �C��a� in Pr nDr represents the braid group generator Q
��
i �from

������� The inverse of path �C��a� is

�C��b� t �� �x��� � � � � x
�
i��� !B

�
i �t��

!B

i �t�� x

�
i
�� � � � � x

�
r�� t � �	� ���

where the notation !B means we applied complex conjugation to the coordinate�

Complex conjugation acts on all paths based at xxx�� So� it induces an operator

� on homotopy classes of paths and thus on ��ar� �see Proof�Comments below��

Also� � acts on functions expanded around xxx� by acting on their coe�cients�

This latter action gives a section of ��ar� � ��ar� �Pr n Dr�xxx�� � G�C �R�� Use �

for the corresponding element of ��ar� �

Complex Conjugation Proposition C��� Complex conjugation of the

image of �C��a� in Pr n Dr is the image of �C��b�� Conjugation by � gives an

automorphism of ��ge� �Pr nDr�xxx�� mapping Qi to Q
��
i �

Exchange r#� for r and consider the induced e�ect of � on the elements

�C��a� a� � � Q��� � a� � � Q�Q
��
� Q��� � � � � � a� r � Q� � � �Qr��Q

��
r Q��r�� � � �Q��� �
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Then� � maps this set in order to

�C��b� a��� � � a� �a
��
� �a

��
� � � � � � � a� � � � �a� r��a��� r a

��
� r�� � � � a��� � �

Proof�Comments� All unrami�ed covers of Pr nDr have �eld of de�nition
!Q � consequence of the general Riemann�s existence theorem �GR�� For such a

cover Y � Pr nDr� � in the ordinary fundamental group acts through analytic

continuation as a permutation of the �ber on Y above xxx�� Running through

the �bers Yxxx� of covers� � produces compatible actions on all these �bers in the

following sense� If � � Y � � Pr n Dr factors through Y then the action of �

commutes with �� Thus� interpret ��ge� �P
r n Dr�xxx�� as all compatible maps on

the system of �bers of covers over xxx� �as in �FrV� x���� or �I� x���� Equivalently�
� gives an analytic continuation on the germs of algebraic functions on Y � after

expansion around points of the �ber over xxx��

Consider 
 � GQ �resp�� 
 � �� and xxx� with coordinates in Q �resp�� R��

Then� 
 takes � � ��ge� to the element 
��� which has the e�ect

�C�
� yyy � Yxxx� �� 
 � � � 
���yyy��
Calculate this when � � Qi� xxx� is the image of xxx

� � �P��R��r n'r and 
 � � as

above� Direct application of � to the representing path �Qi for Qi gives

�C��� � �Qi � ����yyy� � �� �Qi��� � ����yyy�� � �Q��i �yyy��

Check � on �C��a� by substituting Q��i for Qi� �

Now we interpret if components of H�G�C�in � H� as moduli spaces� have

�eld of de�nition in R� Let H� be an absolutely irreducible component of H�
Consider 
 � GQ� Suppose the cover * � H� � Pr nDr is a moduli space de�ned

over the �xed �eld of 
� From �Fr�� Th� ���� or �FrV� Th� ��� this requires more

than the �eld of de�nition of * is in the �xed �eld of 
� For ppp � H�� !Q �� let

� � X � P� represent ppp� Then� the following holds�

�C�)a� Extension of 
 to the cover � produces a cover �� � X� � P� �corre

sponding to ppp�� with ppp� � H�� !Q ��

For example� it is possible the cover * � H� � Pr nDr has a model with �eld of

de�nition Q even if C isn�t a rational union of conjugacy classes �Def� ����� This

condition� however� is necessary for a model of * � H� � Pr nDr representing

covers in the Nielsen class to have �eld of de�nition Q�

Now turn �C�)a� into a combinatorial criterion� Assume �for simplicity� the

branch points xxx � �x�� � � � � xr� of � are in the �xed �eld of 
� Let �g�� � � � � gr�

be a branch cycle description of � with respect to a speci�c set �!-�� � � � � !-r� of

homotopy classes of paths on P� n fxxxg� Thus� �g�� � � � � gr� is in an Hr orbit O in

Ni�G�C� �as in xIII�A�� Using this data� here is the meaning of �C�)a��
�C�)b� The branch cycle description �g��� � � � � g

�
r� for �

� � X� � P� relative to

the same paths �!-�� � � � � !-r� is also in O�
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Similar statements apply for 
 � G� !F�F � where F is any �eld� choose xxx with

coordinates in F � This includes F � R or an archimedean completion of Q�

Also� we may replace Ni�G�C� by Ni�G�C�ab corresponding to an appropriate

permutation representation of G� Finally� let complex conjugation� �� act on

Ni�G�C� through the following formula�

�C���
g � �g�� � � � � gr� �Ni�G�C� �� ��g� �

�g��� � g�g
��
� g��� � � � � � g� � � � gr��g��r g��r�� � � � g��� ��

For H a subgroup of GF � let F
�H� be the �xed �eld of H in !F �

Theorem C�	� Assume G has no center� Choose an Hr orbit O on Ni�G�C��

Denote the elements 
 � GQ for which �C�)b� holds by HO � Then� the moduli

space component H� of H�G�C�in corresponding to O has the �xed �eld Q�HO �

as its minimal �eld of de�nition�

The analogous result holds ifH� is an absolutely irreducible component ofHab

and if ����a� or����b� holds for the corresponding permutation representation

G � Sn� That is� ppp � H��Q�H� � over xxx produces a regular �eld extension

L�Q�H� �x� of degree n with branch cycle description 
relative to �!-�� � � � � !-r��

in the orbit O�

Replace Q with R and GQ by GR� Then� the results above apply� More

explicitly� the following tests for these conditions hold�

�C��	a� �C�)b� is true if and only if for some g � O� ��g� � O� Similarly for the

Hab version	 Replace O by an Hr orbit in Ni�G�C�
ab�

�C��	b� Points ppp � Hin�R� over xxx� correspond exactly to g � Ni�G�C� with

��g� � �g��� for some involution � � G�

�C��	c� If ����a� or ����b� holds� points ppp � Hab�R� over xxx� correspond exactly

to g � Ni�G�C�ab with ��g� � �g��� for some involution � � NSn�G��

Proof� We�ve given references for everything excluding �C��	�� Suppose

� � X � P� has branch points xxx� �over xxx� as above� and g as a description of

branch cycles� �DFr�� Fig� �� gives a set of paths --- � �!-�� � � � � !-r� on P
� n fxxx�g

with ��g� a description of branch cycles of � � X � P� relative to ---� Thus�

there is a precise condition for complex conjugation to map points of H� into

H�� It is that � maps branch cycle descriptions of covers corresponding to the

Hr orbit O � Ni�G�C� into O� From �C�)a� and �C�)b�� this proves �C��	a��

Replace these statements by O � Ni�G�C�ab for the Ni�G�C�ab analog� Also�

�C��� says the � operator anticommutes with the action of Hr� ��Q � Q�� ���
So� we need only check �C��	a� on one element of O�

Statement �C�	�b� restates ����� of �DFr� x���� Comment ��� Similarly�

�C�	c� restates �DFr� x���� Comment ��� Both statements are addendum to

�DFr� Th� ����� For the continuing discussion below� we use the equivalent state
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ments from replacing g by

�C���a� ��� � ���� � � � � �r��� � �g� � � � gr� � � � � gr��gr� gr��
�DFr� ������ says � of �C��	b� or �C��	c� conjugates entries of ��� to their inverses�

�C���b� ������� � ����� � � � � � ���r���� �

Note� Application of �DFr� x���� Comment ��� to get �C��	b� doesn�t require
G to have a trivial center� Also� suppose the Center Hypothesis holds and fHn �

H� np �G� np �C�in� n � 	� �� � � �g is a modular tower� Let fOn� n � 	� �� � � �g be a
compatible system of Hr orbits on the respective Nielsen classes Ni� np �G�

n
p
�C��

It is convenient to choose these through a compatible system of representatives
n
p �g � Ni� np �G�

n
p
�C�� That is� np �g �� n��

p �g through the natural map of xIII�C� Here
is the combinatorial check for HOn giving a projective system of �absolutely

irreducible� Hurwitz space components over R�

�C���a� There is Qn � Hr with ��
n
p �g� � �np �g�Qn� n � 	� �� � � � �

Here is the corresponding statement with H� np �G� np �C�ab replacing H� np �G� np �C�in�
�C���b� There is Qn � Hr� �n � NSk�n	�

n
p
�G�� with ��np �g� � �n�

n
p �g�Qn�

��
n �

n � 	� �� � � � �

Problem C�
� Suppose �G� p�C� has G satisfying the center hypothesis� and

C is a set of p� conjugacy classes� Give a procedure for checking existence of np �g�

n � 	� �� � � � satisfying �C���a� 
or �C���b���

Comments C��� Relating Th� C�� to the Ihara�Matsumoto section� With the

center hypothesis in force� apply Th� C�� to the modular towerHn � H� np �G� np �C��
n � 	� �� � � � �inner or absolute version�� Consider the total family Tn � Hn�P�

�as in ������� attached to the moduli space Hn� The �rami�ed� cover P
r � P�

restricts over the open set Pr
� n Dr
� to give the �unrami�ed� cover Ur
� �
Pr
� nDr
�� Restrict Tn over Ur
� to give unrami�ed covers
�C���� T �

n
�n��Hn � P��� � Ur
��

Here �Hn�P��� is a natural a�ne subvariety of Hn�P� from removing the loci

�ppp�xxx� where xxx is the branch point set of a cover representing ppp � Hn�

Takexxx�� the image of xxx
� � �P��R��r
�n'r
� as in �C��� with s � 	 and r#� re

placing r� Restrict covers over the locus �xxx�� x� �x runs over P
�nfx��� � � � � x�r
�g��

Then� �C��a� gives words in Q�� � � � � Qr expressing convenient paths �based at

x��� for generators of �
�
� � ���P

� n fx��� � � � � x�r
�g�� Let � be the homomorphism
��� � Sn sending the rtuple of �C��a� to the coordinates of g � Ni� np �G�

n
p
�C��

This extends ���P
r nDr� acting on Ni�

n
p
�G� np

�C�� Thus� � maps rtuple �C��b�

to ��g�� This expresses the compatibility of the choice of paths in �DFr�� Fig� ��

to those of �C��a��
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These topological considerations de�ning � don�t depend on xxx� if we stay in the

simply connected set given by �C��� �with s � 	 and r#� replacing r�� Consider�

however� a general 
 � GQ� The �xed �eld !Q��� of 
 supports no ordering that

allows an analog of a simply connected set like �C���� �Here�s one way to see that�

For a measure one subset of GQ� !Q
��� is a PAC �eld �FrJ� Th� �
����� Then�

the FreyPrestel Theorem shows any Henselian closure of a characteristic 	 PAC

�eld is algebraically closed �FrJ� Th� �	������ So� it behooves us to �nd a way

to preserve the result for complex conjugation that gives a valuable extension to

all 
 � GQ� A limit xxx� � �x��� � � � � x
�
�� in the set �C��� preserves the construction

above� Here �x��� � � � � x
�
�� lies in the deepest part of the fat diagonal� We can

extend local algebraic functions on an $etale cover to a neighborhood of a chosen

lift of the simply connected space of �C���� Thus� we may consider their Puiseux

expansions around this point� These expansions will have fractional exponents

in local parameters for the point �x��� � � � � x
�
��� so there will be several choices for

the expansion� �I� uses data for a direction from x�i �� x�j to normalize these

functions to be positive in their values along this direction�

The point �x��� � � � � x
�
�� alone� doesn�t support this extra information� Thus

�IM� extends the Puiseux expansions to a point xxx�� on a partial blowup of the

point �x��� � � � � x
�
��� An encoding of the direction from the ith coordinate to the

i#�th coordinate� i � �� � � � � r#�� appears algebraically in the ring structure of

this point� This data supports a proof of the IharaDrin�eld relations�

For a general 
 � GQ� the DrinfeldIhara action on Pr
� n Dr
� maps the

rtuple �Q�� � � � � Qr� to

A��Q�� � � � � Qr�
def
� �f���Q

����
� f����� � � � � � fr��Q

����
r f��r�� ��

Here� � is the cyclotomic character �as before Th� ���
�� Further� suppose we

�x � � ��
�� Then� A� depends only on a single pro�nite word f � That is

fi�� � f�xi� yi�� i � �� � � � � r� Here� �xi� yi� are elements of Hr� independent of


 and f � f� lies in the commutator subgroup of the free group �F� on two

generators� �IM� Appendix� lists explicit properties of f� � The conjecture is this

list exactly characterizes the words f that arise as an f�� 
 � GQ�

Thus� �xing �� test IharaDrinfeld by running through all such allowable f s

giving transformations Af �notationally replacing A��� To detect �elds of def

inition of components of the spaces Hn� apply Af to the elements of �C��a��

Reexpress the result as an rtuple of words in the rtuple of �C��a�� This pro

duces an analog �f of the � operator of expression �C��b� and �C���� Finally� for

all levels of the modular tower Hn� n � 	� �� � � � � apply �f to check �C�)b�� For

example� checking this action against Galois Invariance Th� ���
 gives informa

tion on the cGT conjectures� Is this really possible to carry out� Part IV looks

at examples� �

Problem C��� Use the computations of �DFr� and �DFr�� to give an analog
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to Th� C�� for any real point xxx� � Pr n Dr� That is� instead of �C���� let xxx�
be the image of xxx� � �P��r with some coordinates real and others in complex

conjugate pairs as in �C����

xApp�D R points on modular towers� For perspective� reconsider Prob

lem D� of xI�B� This is the most important diophantine problem applicable to

modular towers at this stage� Assume G � �G � Sn are transitive subgroups

with G normal in �G and G has no center� As in ������ suppose C� a rational

union of conjugacy classes of G� has its entries from the distinct conjugacy classes

C��� � � � �C
�
t� Analogous to Problem B of xI�D� here are necessary conditions for

a �G� �G�C�realization over Q�

�D��a� No element of �G n G centralizes G �Fr�� Prop� ���

�D��b� �G � NSn�C� �as in Def� ���a��

Problem D��� Assume �D��� and N � 	� Is there C with C�i appearing at

least N times in C� i � �� � � � � t� where Hin� np �G�
n
p
�C� 
resp�� Hab� np �G�

n
p
�C�� has Q

points� Continue these assumptions� Are there Q points of Hab� np
�G� np

�C� where
�G�G is the decomposition group in the natural cover

Hin� np �G�
n
p
�C�� Hab� np �G�

n
p
�C��

A positive answer to Problem D�� gives �G� �G�C�realizations under the hy

potheses above �application of Theorem ��� following �FrV��� �In particular�

a Q point on Hin� np
�G� np

�C� gives a regular realization of G over Q�� For ex

ample� the �Dp� A p �Cp
��realization Lemma of xI�D produces Q points on

H�Dp�Cp
��
ab for each odd prime p� It shouldn�t be hard to improve this to

give �Dpn � A pn �Cpn
��realizations� Since Dp is a quotient of Dpn � taking n

large automatically produces �Dp� A p �Cr�realizations with r arbitrarily large�

This is for the case of �xed Dp� and involutions as conjugacy classes� No one

has yet found Q points on H�Dp�Cr�
in �Problem A of xI�D� for each prime p �r

depends on p�� This is the analog for hyperelliptic curves �of genus �r����� for
Q noncusp points on X��p�� xApp�E continues these problems over Q as they

apply to modular towers�

Turn now to existence of �a projective system of� real points on a modular

tower� Assume G satis�es the Center Hypothesis� Restrict� as in xApp�C� to
points over xxx� � Pr n Dr with xxx� the image of an rtuple with all coordinates

real� Apply �C��	b� and �C��	c� to rephrase existence of real points on modular

towers� For the absolute version� assume we have transitive representations
n
p
�G � Sk�n�� The following joins modular towers with �DFr� Th� ����� The

involutions ��� in the next lemma arise from �C���b� by taking �� � � and �i �

��i� i � �� � � � � r��
Real Projective System Lemma D��� There exists a projective system

fpppn � Hn�
n
p
�G� np

�C�in�R�gn�������� 
over xxx�� if and only if there exists a projective
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system n
pg � Ni� np �G� np �C� with

�D��a� ��npg� � �n
n
pg�

��
n for some involution �n � n

p
�G� n � 	� �� � � � �

This is equivalent to a projective system of r�tuples of involutions

�D��b� ���n � � np �G�r with ���n generating n
p
�G� n � 	� �� � � � �

Similarly� there exists a projective system fpppn � Hn�
n
p
�G� np

�C�ab�R�gn�������� if

and only if there exists a projective system n
pg � Ni� np �G� np �C�ab with

�D��c� ��npg� � �n
n
pg�

��
n for some involution �n � NSk�n	�

n
p
�G�� n � 	� �� � � � �

This is equivalent to a projective system of r��tuples ���n � � np
�G�r�� and an

automorphism hn of n
p
�G with these properties�

�D��d�
���n � ����n� � � � � �r���n� generates

n
p
�G� and

h��i� ��
��
i � i � �� � � � � r�� n � 	� �� � � � �

Suppose p is odd and ���� � �G�r�� exists satisfying �D��b� 
involutions exist

at level ��� Then� there is a complete projective system satisfying �D��b�� If�

however� p � �� then no such system as in �D��b� exists�

The Center Hypothesis assures a �n in �D��b� is an involution� Otherwise its

square would centralize n
p
�G contrary to statement ����d� of Th� ���� The version

of this in �DFr� Th� ���� considers the case the Center Hypothesis doesn�t hold�

There are two natural questions for considering Lemma D�� further�

Lifting Problem D�	� Assume G satis�es the Center Hypothesis�

�D��a� Suppose a speci�c r�tuple ��� of involutions generate G� Characterize

quotients H of �
�G that have r involutions that map respectively to ����

Similarly� suppose �G� � G� � � and there are involutions ���� from G� n G
generating G�� Characterize quotients H of �G with the following property�

�D��b� H is an index  normal subgroup of a group H� covering G� where H�

has generating involutions ����H that lift �����

For �D��a�� ��� can�t lift all the way to �
�G� For this� �DFr� Lemma ���� uses that

�G is projective �xII�A�� It thus contains no involutions �or any element of �nite
order�� We don�t know when there is a maximal quotient H of �

�G ful�lling the

conclusion of �D��a�� Involutions generate Sn for any integer n� So� answering

�D��a� for Sn and some set of generating �cycles is a valuable test�

Now consider �D��b�� Here we don�t even know when H � �G provides a

positive answer to this question� The hypothesis that G has no center excludes

the case G is a pgroup� In that case� however� its universal Frattini cover is a

free propgroup� Thus� we can lift ��� and � in �C����b� to ���� � � �G�r�� and ���
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an automorphism of �G� for which �� ��i��
�� � ����i � i � �� � � � � r�� The key to

�D��b� is the universal real Frattini cover R� �H��
��H� of H� �relative to ���H��

We explain this brie�y as it will be the subject of �Fr���

Definition D�
� Real Frattini covers� Let �C�� � � � �Cr� � C be r conjugacy

classes of involutions of G� Denote the intersection of all maximal subgroups of

G meeting each conjugacy class of C by RF�G� � RF�G�C�� This is the real

Frattini subgroup ofG with respect toC� Suppose  � K � G is a cover of groups

with r conjugacy classes of involutions �CK� � � � � �C
K
r � mapping respectively to

�C�� � � � �Cr�� Then�  is a real Frattini cover if its kernel is in RF�K�C
K��

�HJ� discusses real projective groups� Using these� the analog of the xII�A
discussion for the universal Frattini cover gives this result� There is a universal

real Frattini cover R� �G� of G� It is universal for all such real Frattini covers

�relative to C�� �H� motivates calling this the universal Artin�Schreier cover of

G �relative to C�� Unlike the Frattini cover case� the kernel ker of the natural

cover R� �G�
��G may not be nilpotent� Arguments� however� similar to those in

�H� show the following�

�D��a� ker has a unique pro�nite �Sylow� P�� normal in R� �G��

�D��b� ker �P� is a nilpotent subgroup of R� �G��P��

�D��c� If G� is a subgroup of G that meets none of the conjugacy classes of C�

then ����G�� is a projective subgroup of R� �G��

Apply this to the hypotheses from �D��b�� Conclude the pullback of G � G�

in R� �G�� is a projective group� Call this �G
� By assumption there are generators

����
 of �G
 and an involution ��
 of R� �G�� satisfying �C���b�� As �G
 � G is a cover

by a projective group� this factors through the universal Frattini cover �G � G�

Inspecting the action of ��
 on the kernel of the surjective induced map �G
 � �G

gives an e�ective approach to �D��b�� This motivates considering universal group

covers beyond the universal Frattini cover� Finally� the next example shows the

universal real Frattini cover of a �nite group may not be a Frattini cover�

Example D��� The universal real Frattini cover of G � Z��� Z��� There

is one class of involutions� consisting of �	� �� � � � The universal Frattini cover
�G of G is Z� � Z�� The universal real Frattini cover R� �G� of G �relative to

f�g� has generators an involution and an element of in�nite order generating a
group isomorphic to Z�� Call these �� and ��� lying above � and ��� 	� � ��

respectively� As previously� denote the kernel of R� �G�
��G by ker� Let D be the

group freely generated by an involution � � and an element �� of in�nite order�

Form the pro�nite completion �D of D using all subgroups of �nite index� Inside

this group� �� generates a subgroup isomorphic to �Z� Z��
Q

p���Zp�

Then� the universal real Frattini cover of G is isomorphic to the closed sub

group of �D generated by the image of �� in Z� and �
�� This is clearly a nonabelian

group� So� it isn�t a quotient of the universal Frattini cover of G� R� Guralnick

gives the following explicit example quotient K of R� �G�� It has exactly one
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conjugacy class of involutions mapping to the involution of G�

Let S be the group freely generated by xi� � � i � �� subject to these

relations� x�i � �� �xi� �xj � xk �� � �� That is� the commutator subgroup is central�

Therefore� C � �S� S� � Z�S� is an elementary abelian of order ) with basis

yi j � �xi� xj �� � � i 	 j � �� The map z of S which permutes the x�� x�� x�
cyclically preserves all relations� So� it de�nes an automorphism of S� Write C

as C� � C� with these properties�

�D��a� C� is a �group and C� has order ��

�D��b� hS� zi centralizes C� and z acts nontrivially on C��

Denote S�C� byM and let K beM�shzi� Thus K maps to G by sending z to

� and x� to � � Automatically� xi maps to � for each i� Note� M has commutator

subgroup N of order �� Let w generate this� We list elements that map to � �

xi� xiw� x�x�x� and x�x�x�w� The last two have order � �their square is w�� so

there are 
 involutions mapping to � � The xi s are all conjugate as are the xiw s�

On the other hand� xjxixj � xiw for i �� j� so all six involutions are conjugate�

There is a unique class of involutions mapping to � � �

Here is a harder example� LetG � An andG
� � Sn� Take��� � ���� � � � � �n���

equal to ��� � ��� �� � ��� � � � � �� �n��� Then� ��� generates An and � � �� �� � G�

conjugates the �i s to their inverses� That is� �C���b� holds�

Problem D��� For n � �� let �An be the universal Frattini cover of An� Is

there a lift of ��� to ���� � � �An�
n�� and an automorphism h of �An with h���i� � ����i �

i � �� � � � � n��

We don�t know the answer to Prob� D�� even when n � �� Nor� to compare

with Prop� ���� do we know the universal real Frattini cover of S	�

xApp�E� Groups as regular extensions over �nite �elds� This brief

subsection reminds of the most signi�cant diophantine problems� This includes

how Thm� ���� applies to explicitly bound exceptional primes for the regular

realization of a given group over Fp �x�� The essential hypothesis uses a gcomplete

collection of rational conjugacy classes from G �xIII�E��
Ex� ���� produces modular towers obstructed at the �rst level� Counter to

this� Cor� ���� gives hypothesis ������� on p� conjugacy classes C� which assures

some Hr orbit of Ni�G�C� is unobstructed at every level� The center hypothesis

is irrelevant for this question� In particular� if G is pgcomplete� there are many

choices of C for which Ni� np �G�
n
p
�C� is nonempty at every level n� Characterizing

those �G�C� unobstructed at every level is a signi�cant problem requiring careful

formulation�

Problem E��� Suppose G satis�es the center hypothesis� p j jGj� and C are

p� conjugacy classes of G� Assume Ni�G�C� is unobstructed at every level� Also�
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H� np �G� np �C� has a Q absolutely irreducible component at every level� Does there

exist an integer n for which H� np �G� np �C� has no Q points�

Problem E��� Suppose given G 
a transitive subgroup of Sk�� p� n� Let C
�

be a �xed union of p� conjugacy classes� These are the only conjugacy classes

we allow to appear in C� Assume each element of C� appears at least a times

in C� Is there an a 
dependent on G� n and C�� for which Hab� np �G�
n
p
�C� is

C �unirational� There is a similar question for Hin� np �G�
n
p
�C��

The remainder of this subsection applies Th� ���� to bound exceptional primes

for groups as Galois groups of regular extensions of Fp �x�� The proof is an

outline because we apply �Fu� for a statement of good reduction of Hurwitz

spaces modulo primes not dividing jGj� In fact� Fulton didn�t have the Nielsen
class concept and proved this only for simple branching� A later paper will show

this hypothesis in the following form�

Reduction Hypothesis E�	� Assume G has no center and p is a prime not

dividing jGj� Let G � Sn be an embedding satisfying ����a� or ����b�� Let C be a

rational union of conjugacy classes of G� Then� the natural map * � H�G�C�in �
H�G�C�ab 
before Lemma ���� reduces modulo p to produce a cover of smooth

a�ne varieties over Fp � Denote this *p � H�G�C�inp � H�G�C�abp � Each G

realization over Fp corresponds to a point of H�G�C�inp �Fp �� Further� absolutely
irreducible components of H�G�C�in 
resp�� H�G�C�ab� correspond one�one to

absolutely absolutely irreducible components of H�G�C�inp 
resp�� H�G�C�abp ��
Proposition E�
� Suppose G has no center and C satis�es the hypothe�

ses of ������� Especially� Ni�G�C� is an HM�Nielsen class for which C is HM�

gcomplete and a rational union of conjugacy classes� Then� there is a con�

stant A � A�Ni�G�C�� for which the following holds� For any p exceeding A�

G � G��L�Fp �x�� with �L a regular extension of Fp �x��

More generally� for any �nite group G� we may explicitly compute a �nite

covering group G� with no center for which there is an r� and C� satisfying �������

Regular realization of G� over Fp �x� automatically produces regular realization

of G over Fp �x�� Thus� the above holds for p exceeding A�Ni�G��C����

Proof� Apply Hypoth� E�� in the caseG is in Sn as its regular representation�

For p � j jGj� we have only to �nd a Fp rational point on H�G�C�inp � From Cor�

����� this variety has an Fp absolutely irreducible component H�G�C��p�
The coverH�G�C��p � PrnDr is a �nite morphism of a�ne varieties� Restrict

over the a�ne subset A r nDr from the embedding A r � Pr� Thus� H�G�C��p is
birational to the zero set of a hypersurface Vp de�ned by f�xxx� y�p � 	� Further�

the degree of fp in y equals the degree of the cover H�G�C��p � Pr nDr� Bound

d by the cardinality of Ni�G�C�in� Any nonsingular Fp point of Vp corresponds

to a Fp point of H�G�C��p� Apply the LangWeil estimates to determine an A�
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where Vp has a nonsingular Fp point when p exceeds A
�� �FrHJ� Prop� ���� gives

the best estimates we know� This is a function of d� and r�

Apply this to a general group G as follows� The procedure of xIII�B �before

Center Hypothesis ���� explicitly covers G� by a group without a center� Com

ments before Th� ���� �as in the constructions of �FrV� x��� bound the number
r� of conjugacy classes you need to produce an HMNielsen class� �

Apply Reduction Hypothesis E�� to a modular tower� In particular� consider

the tower attached to �G� p�C� satisfying the hypotheses of Corollary ����� This

produces a corresponding modular tower fH� np �G� np �C�r� n � 	� �� � � � g in charac
teristic r� Here r is any prime not dividing the order of G� That is� this tower has

all properties we expect of a modular tower in characteristic 	� From Cor� �����

this will also have a projective sequence of absolutely irreducible components

over Fr � This is suitable for versions of Problem B�� that deal directly with all

points on Hurwitz space components over �nite �elds�
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